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I. IllTROOOCTION 

The techniques used in the distillation of liquids ia in many 

respects ages old. Many of the principles which a.re fundamental in the 

design of preeent-day distillation apparatus were developed by the middle-

age alchemist& and distillery masters. 

With t.'1e advent of reliable continuous distillation units and the 

growing demand !or petroleum and other chemical products requiring 

large scale distillation units, the problem ot the measurement and 

control or distillation processes has become increasingl,y complex. 

At the present time, for even small distillation columns, manual control 

is being replaced b;y automatic control, and larger units a.re approaching 

a state ot control that could almost be called automation. It ia easy 

to justify the expenditure tor automatic control systems because a 

single failure in manual control might result in the waste of raw 

materials which would more than pay for a good control system. Losse1 

also occur in production when temperature, pressure, flow rates, and 

other variables drift from the optimum conditions. 

In spite or the great advances made recently in both the art. and 

science of automa.tic control, the complex grouping or controls required 

for a distillation unit still represent a tormidable design problem. 

At the present time it appears that the solution of the design problem 

must depend greatly upon empirical knowledge of the performance of 

actual distillation towers with automatic control systems. 
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The purpose of this investigation was to operate an automatic&llT 

controlled ten-plate bubble-cap fractional distillation column and to 

determine the ef!ect of the controller gains on the performance ot the 

column. 
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II. LITER.A TURE REVn>l 

The followi.'1.g sections contain a review or the literature on 

distillation and automatic control. Emphasis was placed on automatic 

control systems and the dynru:d.cs ot the controlled systems. In the 

first few pare.graphs several important definitions are given in respect 

to distillation. 

Distillation 

Distillation is the separation of the constituents ot a liquid 

mixture by partial vaporization of the mixture and separate recovery 

of vapor and res1due(6). The more volatile constituents ot the 

original mixture are obtained. in increased concentration in the Tapor; 

the less volatile in greater concentration in the liquid residue. 

The completeness or the separation depends upon certain pro?49rti•• 

of the components involved and upon the arrangement of the distilla-

tion process. Although separation by distillation can never yield 

a component in an absolutely pure fonn, in practice any purity that 

is economically warranted mq be obtained. 

Continuous Distillation. In continuous distillation, at least 

one feed is continuous]¥ introduced into the column, and at leut 

two stream.a are continuously discharged from the apparatus. In all 

continuous distillation operations the exit stream enriched, lid.th 

respect to the teed, in the more volatile component i• called the 



"product", "diatillate•, or "top•"• The other Git atream depleted 

in the more volatile canponcit ia called the "bottoma• or "taila"• 
In ref erring to the equipnent in which distillation ia pertormed 

such terms u "still", "column", "tower", and "fractionator" are 

used interchangeab~. 

Diatillation mq be carried out under non-continuou1 or batch 

conditions. Thia method ot operation v.Ul not be considered turther 

in thia paper. 

Fractional Distillation. Aa defined by earq(6), fractional 

distillation is a distillation carried out in such a lRQ" that the 

vapor rising trom a still comea in contact vJ.th a condeneed portion 

or Tapor previoue]Jr evolTed from the same still. A tranater of 

material and ot heat result from thia contact, resulting in a 

greater enrichment ot the more wlatile componcits in the Tapor. 

The term "rectitication" 1a also uaed interchangeabq with the term 

"fractional distillation"• 

The condensed npors retumed during fractional. distillation are 

temed "renux•. The retlux ratio ia detined a• the ratio or reflux 

retumed to the column to product both expre1aed in moll per unit of 

time(U). 

In addition to rectitication there are tllO other import.ant Wl'• 

in which distillation mq be pertormed<2>. The tint ot theae 11 

"equilibrium" or "nub" diatillation and the second is 41aimpl.e" or 

"ditterential" dietillation. Equilibrium distillation inTolvea 
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vapori~ing a definite fraction of a batch of liquid, while keeping 

all of the liquid and all of the vapor in intimate contact. At the 

end of the operation the vapor is withdrawn and condensed and wuld be, 

idealJ.¥, in equilibrium with the liquid. 

In differential distillation the vapor generated by vaporizing 

the liquid is withdrawn .t'rom contact with the liquid and condensed u 

!ast as it is f'ormed(2) •. As the distillate is always richer in the 

more volatile component than the ranaining liquid, as the distillation 

continues, the residue becomes progressively depleted of the more 

volatile component. 

MulticomP9nent Distillation. Distillation involving a !eed 

mixture having more than two principle components is detined aa 

multicomponent distillation. In the previous paragraphs it waa 

implicitly assumed that the mixture to be distilled was composed ot 

two components which were designated as the more volatile and lese 

volatile components. L"'l general, however, the liquid mixture to be 

distilled contains more than two components. In this case all ot the 

previous definitions are still correct if for ''more volatile", 

"relatively more volatile" is read and s:im:1Jarly for "less volatile"• 

In a multicomponent mixture all of the components, except the 

least volatile, are relatively more volatile. Also all of the 

components, except the most volatile, are relat1Yel1' leas volatile. 

Used in this sense the terms lose vi.rt~ all signiticance. How-

ever, it is cuatoma.17 to select one component, the leaet volatile 
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component ot the product that 1a relat1Ye:cy enriched vJ..th re8J>8ct to 

the teed, and baa• the llbaore volatile" etatanenta on thia component. 

By the same reasoning the leas volatile statements are cuatanariq 

baaed on the moat Yolatile component ot the tail.a Which 1a nlativel.¥ 

depleted with respect to the feed. The tvo component• Hlected are 

called the "light key" and the "heavy key", reapectiYely. 

Liquid-Vapor Phan Relationships 

The following nctiona contain a review o! a tw basic consider-

ations and definition• tor the liquid-vapor phue relation• ot im-

portance in fractional diatlllation. 

Vapor Pressure. The vapor pressure ot a liquid at tm:¥' giym 

temperature is the preaaure of the vapor tor lllhich the Yapor and 

liquid phases ot the substance would be in equ1librium(6). Although 

a liquid mixture vould. have a "vapor-pressure" by this de.1'1n1t.1on, 

it 1a customary to restrict the te:nn vapor pressure to pure liquid.a. 

The vapor pressure 1a a function ot the temperature and substance 

only. 

1"hring'• Rule. lbhring•a rule ia among the more comenient 

and usetul principles tor plotting and estimating n.por pre1sure data. 

Thia rule states that the temperature at which one li"11d exerta a 

giYen vapor pressure 1a a linear tunction ot the taaperature at which 

a second liquid exerts the identical vapor preasu;.(42). U the 

tanperature at which tvo liquicla exert the same Yapor pressure are 
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plotted against each other, a straight line would be obtained it 

the liquida actu~ do obey Duhring'a rule. It has been round that 

the greater is the sim1larity between the two liquids; e.g., where 

the t"WO liquids concerned are chemical.11' related aa are bensene 

and toluene, the closer the resulting plot appro:ld.matea a straight 

line. The rule 1a a:pressed b;r the tollowing equation(42)z 

where: 

TB • temperature ot liquid B at which the 
T&por preasu.re ot ! And ! are equal, •( 

TA • temperature ot reterence liquid.! 
corresponding to the vapor pressure 
ot A and ~ at TB, •1 

T'a • tanperature ditterence tram Ta at which 
the Tapor pressure ot A and ! are 
equal, ., 

r•,. temperature ot reference liquid! 
corNaponding to the Tapor preeaure 
ot ! and! at TtB, •1t. 
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Clausiua-Clapemn Equation. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

mq be used to correlate the vapor pressure ot a liquid. Thia 

equation 18 aa followa(l6): 

where: 

d ln p • -AH d (l/T) 
1i 

p • vapor pressure of liquid at 
temperature I, atm 

AH • molal latent heat ot vaporization 
of the liquid, cal/mol 

T • temperature ot liquid, •g: 

R • gas constant, cal/mol-•K. 

The Clausius-Clapeyron equation suggests that there is a useful 

correlation between the reciprocal of the absolute temperature and 

the logarithm of the vapor pressure. For most substances a plot ot 

this equation will give a substantially straight line over narrow 

temperature rangeaCl5). 

Volatility and Relative Volatility. Volatilit;y 1• generally 

used to compare the vapor pressure of one pure substance with 

another, the substance having the higher vapor pressure at a given 

temperature being tenned the more volatile. Vapor pressure alone 

does not define the ease of separation ot the components from 

liquid mixtures since the vapor pressure of each is lowered by 

the presence ot other liquids. 
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For a aolution of more than one component the volatility is 

defined as tollowa(7): 

'1 • :.!lT 
xi 

Where: 

'1 • volatility ot component L atm 

7T - total vapor pressure ot the mixture, atm 

Y1 • concentration of i in the vapor phase, 
mol traction -

~ • concentration of ! in liquid phase, mol 
traction. 

The ratio of tw volatilities ia lmown as the relative 

volatility, a., and is given by the following equation(l3): 

Where: 

ai • Ki• Yi xj 
j -

Kj Yj xt 

aij • relative volatility, ratio of volatility 
ot !th component baaed on the jth component, 
dimensionless 

x j • concentration of j in liquid phue, mol 
traction 

Y j • concentration of j in the vapor phase, mol 
fraction. 

\ 

Thia gives a valuable relation between the ratio of the mol 

traction• of tw components, sq A and !, in the vapor and the . -
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same ratio in the liquid. While a. varies with temperature and 

pressure it remains fairly constant tor many systems. 

Upon examining the equation it can be seen that when the 

relative volatility is one, no separation is possible. Further-

more the larger the value of the relative volatility the easier 

vill be the aeparation. 

Ra.oult's Lav. Raoultts law relates the partial vapor 

pl"easure ot a component in a liquid mixture to its concentration 

in the liquid and vapor pressure at the aame temperature. It 

gene~ applies wll to the components in solutions so dilute that 

the properties ot the solvent are not greatly different from those 

ot the pure solvent. According to this law the partial pressure 

ot the component Tari.es linearly from zero to the tull vapor 

preaSUl"e as ite mol traction varies from zero to unity. Ra.oultts 

law may be expressed as tollowa(l7): 

where: 

P1 • partial pressure or !_th component, at.m 

Pi • vapor pressure of !,th component in the 
pure state, atm 

concentration ot the !th component in the 
solution, mol traction. 
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A system in which the liquid mixture was ideal and all the 

vapors were ideal gases would f'ollov Raoultta law. In using this 

relation tor engineering work on hydrocarbon qatena some errors 

are introduced becauae of the non-ideality of solutions and the 

vapors. 

Henrz'• Lav. In an ideal solution Henry's law, as veil u 

Raoultt a, is an exact law. According to Henry' a law the partial 

pressure of a component over a solution is proportional to its 

mol traction in the liquid. Henry's law can be expressed aa(l?): 

where: 

P1 • partial pressure of !th component, atm 

concentration of 1th component in the 
liquid mixture,-mol traction 

k • an axperimentall.y dete:nnined constant, atm 

Henryta law is di!f'erent tram Raoultts law in that the 

proportionality constant ! ia not the vapor pressure of the 

pure solute but is a constant that muat be evaluated experi-

mentally .tor each solution. Over a limited range of variables 

a linear equilibrium relationship is found tor all systems. 

Non-ideal Sxstarus, In an ideal s;yatem it is assumed that 

the components have no effect on each other. Each component 

acts independently and its volatility is a tunction only ot its 
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concentration in the liquid phase and its vapor pressure at the 

temperature of the system. Raoultta law expresses this condition. 

But in a non-ideal system the molecules do not behave 1n a 

mixture u the;y would independently. Their tendency to escape 

trom the liquid phaae to the vapor phase may be leas or more than 

that which would be expected from their measured Tapor pressure. 

The second law of the.nnod;ynamica states that in an equilibrium 

phase change at constant tmnperature and pressure, the free energy 

of a component must be the same in both phases. Stated mathemati-

cally (44): 

Where: 

.A FiL • free energy of component! in liquid phaae, 
Btu/lb mol 

A 'iv • tree energy of component ! in vapor phase, 
Btu/lb mol. 
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The fugacity which is related to the tree energy of any 

component in solution nru.st then be equal to the tugacity of the 

given substance in the vapor phase if both are measured from the 

same reference state. Therefore tugacity ia the real measure of 

the escaping tendeney or any component from a given system which 

WJ3 be expressed as follows: 

where: 

f iL • tugacity ot component 1 in liquid 
phase, atm -

t 1 V • tu.gad ty o! component 1 in vapor 
phase, atm. -

Gil )j land 0 2) develops the basic ideas of' free energy and 

tugacity and ehovs how it may be applied to multicomponent systems. 

Tabulated values ot the fugacity of the simple cydrocarbons 

may be found in Max.well (Jl) and Perr.vC36). 
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Multicomponent Distillation Calculations 

The first anal.3t1cal. approach to fractionation was made by 

Sorel in 1893. His method is baaed on tray-to-tra.y calculations 

or material, enthalPT, and equilibrium balances. Thia 11 still 

the on]J complete]¥ valid ~aia of fractionation tor both 

bin.arr and multicomponent systems. The main disadvantage is that 

it takes too long and su.fficientl.,y accurate enthalpy information 

is not al-va availab1e(45). Other simpler methods include 

graphical solutions by SavarittC43) and Thiele(46). 

Theoretical Plate Concept. The distillation tower involves 

the countercurrent flow of liquid across a plate with vapor rising 

through this plate. The whole distillation scheme depends upon the 

nature of this contact. 

Therefore a "theoretical" or "equilibrium" plate may be defined 

as a plate holding a pool or liquid from. which rises a vapor whose 

average composition is in equilibrium with a liquid whose composition 

is the average or that of the liquid leaving the plateC4). In order 

to perform these cal.culations either the nature of the contact must 

be known in detail or assumed. The toll.owing general assumptions 

are generally made to simpli.fy the calculations: vapor leaving the 

plate is well mixed, liquid leaving the plate is well mixed, and 

vapor leaving the plate is in equ.llibrium with the liquid leaving 

the plate at the temperature and pressure existing at the liquid 

gaa interface. 
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V..atorial and Enthalpy Ba.lar.ces. An overa.ll material and 

enthalpy balance can be written for any continuous fractional 

distillation column. This is the first step to any analytical 

approach to fractionation. 

The material balance can be written as a simple relation 

stating that the material entering the column or an individual 

plate in the column is equal. to the material leaving the column 

or the plate. Neither the vapor !low rate nor the liquid flow 

rate is necessarily the same above or below the feed tray but they 

are related by the material balance around any plate in the tower. 

Similarly" an overall enthalp;y balance can be written on the 

total enthalpy input to the total enthalpy outJ11t of the column 

or for each indirldual plate in the column. Ho1fe'ler, for most 

hydrocarbon systems it is assumed that all the enthalpy entering 

a given plate is passed to the next plate. Thu.a the enthalpy 

balance tor each individual plate is gene~ neglected without 

introducing appreciable errors. This is actually equivalent to 

assuming that no heat is lost from the tower, reflux retuma u 

a saturated liquid, and constant molar upflow through the column. 

Plate-to-Plate Calculations. A method of calculating the 

number ot theoretical plates required for a speci.tic multicomponent 

separation and reflux ratio was presented by Lewis and MatheaonC29). 

This method involves the use or equillbrium date. combined with 

material balance equations. The composition ot the liquid and 
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vapor on each plate in the rectifying section is found by starting 

'With the desired overhead product composition and reflux ratio and 

calculating stepwise from plate to plate down the tower by means 

of material balance and equilibrium relationships until the feed 

plate is reached. Similarly, the composition or liquid and vapor 

on the plates below the feed plate is found by starting at the 

bottom or the tower and calculating stepwise up the tower until 

the feed pl.ate is reached. 

The following paragraphs summarize the stepwise calculations 

for the recti.tying section ot the column. It ia impracticable to 

cover these relations in complete detail in a review of this length. 

Prior to cooimencing plate-to-plate calculations, an overall material 

balance has to be completed !'or the feed, product, and bottoms. 
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Plate Equilibrium Calculations. The composition of a component 

in the vapor phase leaving each plate m~ be calculated by substi-

tuting into the following equation<.38): 

where: 

y1n • composition of component i in the vapor 
leaving the plate !!I mo! traction 

• volatility of component 1 at the &SllWD.ed 
temperature of plate i: atm 

• composition ot component ! leaving the 
plate !lt mol traction 

• summation of the product of the mol 
·rraction and the vapor pressure at 
the assumed temperature of plate n 
for each of the components on plate U• 

This relation arises because Yi is the concentration of a component 

in the vapor rising from plate n which is assumed to be in equilibrium -
with the same component, lli.• in the liquid phase, no'Wing down from 

plate !l to plate n + 1. 

In actual calculations, using this equation a trial-and-error 

procedure is used until the summation of the partial pressures tor 

all various components is equal to the column pressure. Beginning 

with the composition of the vapor leaving the column, a temperature 

is assumed for each plate, and the partial preasure of each component 

in the vapor is calculated. using the appropriate equilibrium relation. 
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It the summation of the partial preseurea is equal to the column 

pressure the assumed temperature was correct. I.f' not, another 

temperature must be assumed until this condition is met. 

Plate Operating Line Calculations. The composition of 

component 1 in the vapor leaving plate n + l ia calculated from 

the equa.t1onC38)i 

where: 

yin+ l • L x1n + p y~ 

v 

Yi • composition ot component i in the vapor 
-n + l rising from platen+ i;mol fraction 

L 

p 

v 

• colwnn dotmflow, mola per unit time 

• composition of component ! on plate !!,, 
mol traction 

• algebraic 8Wll of output and input stream.a 
above plate n + l, mols per unit time 

• composition of component 1 in the product, 
mol traction 

• column upflow, mola per unit time. 

Each theoretical plate calculation consists ot equilibriwn 

and an operating line calculation. 
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Nu::nOer of Theoretical Ste-cs. lltemately repeatil16 fir5t the 

plate equilibrium calc-ulation and the plate operating line calculation 

from plate !l down the column until the desired composition ot the 

feed is obtained 'Will give the number of theoretical stages required 

for the rectif'Jing section of tho column. The number of theoretical 

stages calculated would be applicable only to the column and systan 

used 1n the calculations. 

If the results frora the equilibrium and operating line equations 

were plotted for each component each plate would be one point on a 

curve s1m11ar to the McCabe-Thiele Diagre.mC47). Because or the 

complexity of the diagram that would be required for multicomponent 

problems, the usual procedure is not to calculate the number o! 

stages graphically but ana.lstically. 

Method of ca.lculating the rrJ.nim.nn number of theoretical steps 

is by use of the Fenske equa.tion{26). However this equation is 

restricted to the separation of only two components of a multi-

component system, t.he light key component and the heavy key component. 

Maxwen(3.3) gives a complete procedure for solving mlticomponent 

problems analytically based solely" on the separation or the light 

and the heavy key components. 

Location of the Feed Plate. The proper location of the teed 

tra;r ma,y be obtained 'rJ:! studying the results ot plate-to-plate 

calculations and assigning the feed to the tray with a composition 

similar to the feed composition. The feed may be preheated to the 

temperature of the calculated feed tray. 
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Another method or locating the approximate feed tray, is to 

assume that the ratio of the minimwn number o! theoretical stages 

above the feed composition to the minimum number of theoretical 

stages in the entire totrer is the same as the ratio of actual plates 

above the feed to the actual total number of plates. 

Column and Plate Efficiency. Because of the large number of 

factors which influence plate efficiency of a fractionating tower, 

any fundamental formula accounting for even the most important 

variables would be quite involved. Therefore, a simple empirical. 

correlation of the limited data on hydrocarbon mixtures is probably 

the best method of predicting plate efficiency. 

Overall Column Et!icienq. The relation between the per-

formance or actual and theoretical plates is eltpressed as a 

plate efficiency. The use or an over-all column efficiency 

was proposed first by Lewia(.28). The over-all column effi-

ciency is equal to the number of theoretical plates necessary 

for a given separation divided by the number of actual plates 

required to perform the same separation. This efficiency haa 

no fundamental ma.ss~transfer basis, but it serves as an easily 

applied and valuable design factor and is therefore wide~ used. 

:Murphree Plate Efficiency. The Murphree plate e.t'ficieney 

is based on more fundamental concepts than the over-all column 

efficiency but even 1n this case the basic relations employed 

are more qualitative than quantitativeC39). 
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Murphree developed a vapor-phase tray etticiency by 

usuming u the mechanism a bubble ot vapor riaing through 

liquid on a plate. It was assumed that the bubble vas in 

contact with a liquid ot conatant composition, and that the 

composition in the bubble changed continuously ~ mass 

transtel". Although Murphree applied th11 relationship to 

the whole plate, in JDan7 cases there are oonsidarable 

dittel'el'lce1 in the compositions ot the liquids at varlou1 

points on a plate. HoweYar, tor COnTeni.Cloe, the value ot 

the Murphree plate etticiancy defined below 1• otten uaed(49)1 

11 • Yn - Y'n + l 
v* "n - >'n + 1 

average composition ot component ! 
entering plate !!,, mol fraction 

1n + 1 • average composition ot component ! 
learlng plate n • l, mol traction 

v*n "· • compoeition ot ! in th• vapor in 
equilibrium with a liquid fl.owing 
tl"Olll plate !!I mol tract.ion. 
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Factors Influencing Plate Efficienc;{. The factors tha.t in-

fluence the effectiveness of contact between vapor and liquid, 

therefore effect plate efficiency, may be classified into three 

groupsC3): first, those that lmve to do with the design and 

construction of the plate a...vid t.he flow of liquid across it; 

second, those that control the interdi.ffu.sion of cot:ip0nents 

between liquid and vapor as the bubbles pass through the liquid 

layer on the plate; a.nd third, those that control the entrainment 

of fine particles frora one plate to that above it. 

Experimental Data on Plate Efficiencies. Although a considel'-

a~le number of investigations of plate efficiencies have been 

reported, it is difficult to obtain an exact picture because of the 

large number of unknown factors n.ff ecting the results. 

Lewis and ~ley(.30) studied the plate efficiency in t~1e 

rectification of mixtures of benzene-toluene; benzene-toluene-:xylene; 

a.."'ld naphtha a.'1d mixtures of pinene a.'1d aniline in naphtha in a 

fractionating column comparable to the colwnn used in this stu<:cy-. 

The inYestigators found an average plate efficiency of 60 per cent 

for the benzene-toluene mixture, 75 per cent tor the ternary mixture, 

and SO to 95 per cent for the naphtha mixtures. The Murphree plate 

e.f ficiency was found to be 70 per cent !or the benzene-toluene system. 

BrolC'l (5), Treybal (48), and Robinson and G1111l and (40), ha.ve 

published inronnation related to bubble-cap diatillation columns and 

using hydrocarbon eystEma similar to the column and the hydrocarbon 

system. used in this study. 
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Auto.watic l~.sLri..u:.entation 

Dov(l8) states that the moat conspicuous labor-savers in 

a chemical pl.ant tocta_y ares larger equipnent, to reduce the coat 

of the initial investment and the cost ot operating per unit of 

product; automatic analysis, to reduce the cost ot ma.king routine 

tests at regular intervals and to secure results more quickly and 

more exactly, with the chance of error due to the personal !actor 

reducedi automatic operation or the equipnent, which is governed 

b7 the automatic analyzer; and a continuous process which 1a both 

automatical.lJr controlled and operated. Automatic process control 

ia used to obtain the best possible finished product with the 

lowest possible processing cost. 

While automatic control 819tems are not perfect, they are 

usually far more dependable than manual control and they are 

being used more and more 'Whenever they can be econcmically justified. 

Definition ot Terms. Unfortunately as each manufacturer 

developed and improved. his controllers he found that name• were not 

available to describe some or the various controller responses 

and process characteristics encountered. For m&n1' item.a theft are 

several names. A set or proposed process control terms has b..u 

piblished by Moore 04). 

Several simplified definitions are listed below which are 

important tor an understanding of automatic instrumentation. 
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Automatic Controller. An automatic controller is a 

mechanism which measures the value of a variable quanti t;y or 

condition subject to change with time and operates to maintain 

it 'Within llmits(l2). Thie mechanism or automatic control 

system can be ot the self-acting type that obtains energy tor 

the operation of the final control element from the meuuring 

element or it may be of the pneumatic or electric type which 

amplifies the power obtained from the measuring element by 

using air or electric amplifiers to operate the final control 

element. 

Controlled Variable. A. quantity or condition which is 

measured and controlled by an automatic controller is the 

~eaaured" or "controlled" variable(l.2). The variables 

which are moat trequently controlled in indu.atrial processes 

are those which are most easily measured. Many unit proceaaea 

include variables such as pressure, flow rate, liquid-level, 

and temperature which are important in llUllV chemical reactions 

and in distillation. 

Indirectly controlled variables as uniformity, quality, 

coat, and waste can not be eaa!l¥ measured during the process 

and theretore are not directly controlled. These variables 

are controlled indirec~ to aome extent by their relation to 

the directly controlled variables. 
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The Pr1mag Sensing Element. The prim.&r7 sensing element 

is that part ot the control system which utilizes energy trom 

the measurecl medium to reproduce a condition representing the 

value ot the measured variable. The sensing elanent perf orma 

the measuranent ot the process Tariable being measured. Al-

though there are JDan1' conditions which mq require control, 

there are actually~ a rn different variables being 

meuured. Several or the variables are temperature, tluid-

tlow, preesure, and liquid level, or which temperature is 

the moat important controlled variable in indnstrial proceas-

ea (22). 

SeYeral aenaing element• uaed in the measurement ot 

temperature are the thermocouple, potentiometer, pressure 

thermometer, and the reei.atance thermometer. For nuid tlov 

measurement, the ditterential. tl.Olaneter ia the moat coJmDOn 

sensing el.-nt. The bourdon tube, the spiral, and the helix 

are the moat comD>n actuating or sensing eltment• tor pressure 

gages. The meaaurtment or liquid lnel ia esamt1•ll7 a 

•asurement ot head or pressure or ditterenti&l pressure. 

Control Point. The control point is the Talue ot the 

controlled variable which, at any instant ot time, the auto-

matic controller operates to maintain. 
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Deviation. Deviation is the di!terence at any instant 

betwen the value ot the controlled variable and the control 

point or a eelected refersice value(34). Dr1tt is sustained 

deviation and is usual.13 indicative or a poor control systan 

for the procese being controlled. 

Sensitivity. Sensitivity denotes the 8D18llest change 1n 

value ot a measured variable to which an instrument reapond.8(21). 

Dead zone is the opposite of sensitiVity 1n that it is the 

largest change 1n a variable that does not produce a change in 

reading. Sens1t1Yity causes a hysteresis ef'tect, readings 

that are not alike when a point is approached trom opposite 

aides. 

Controller Element. The controller element interprets 

the indication ot changes in the variable supplied b7 the 

measuring mean• and produces the corrective action necessary 

to maintain the desired balance within the process(~). The 

nature ot the corrective action the controller produces is 

caJlecl the mode o! control. This mode, as wll u lag and 

the dead zone, constitute the controller character.1atice. 

Final Control llanent. That part ot the control syatan 

that 1• used tor controlling the me&Sllred Yariable 1• the 

final control elementC19). Therefore the aenaing element is 

the ti.rat part of an inat2'lm81lt and utilize• energr trom the 

measured medium and aenda out a signal. The converting 
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element or controller picks up this signal and merely trans-

torms or &dd• to this signal in such a mthod to be use.f'Ul 

to the tinal control element. 

Proportional Band and Reset Rate. The throttling rate 

or as sometimes called, the proportional band is the range of 

values through whi.ch the controlled variable mu.st vary in order 

to cause the final control element to move from one extreme 

to the other extreme. The proportional band ie expressed as: 

b • 100 -e 

where: 

b • proportional band, dimensionless 

e • error, per cent ot scale. 

l'he ratio betwen the actual rate of response and that 

from a proportional response f ollo'Wing a single action of the 

measuring element is the reset rate. 

p,ynamic @Bd Static Characteristics. The static character-

istics of an instrument are, in general, those that should be 

considered vhen an instrument is used to measure a condition 

not v&rTing nth time. Deairable characteristics for this 

type of instrument are those of accuracy, reproducibility, 

and sensitivity. The <l.ynamic characteristics of an instrument 

are those that become import.ant when the meaaured variable 

varies nth time. The deaired characteristics are speed or 
response and f1delity(20). 
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Since automa.tie control operation is based upon the 

correction or a deviation, before a controller can act, a 

deviation, no matter how amall, mst occur. Thus, an 

automatic control srstern must be evaluated 1n terms or 

moving or dynamic conditions, not steady or static eondi-

tions C25). 
The Importance or MeasurEment. The t"undamental purpose ot 

an automatic controller is to maintain at a predetermined value 

the condition it regulates. Thia is accomplished by utilizing 

a measuring system to detect variations in the controlled vari-

able and r.aving this measuring system. actuate a mechanical device 

for applying a correctin action which tends to remove the initial 

variationCll). In order to have accurate control of a variable, 

it mst be first accurate11' measured. 

In an automatic control circuit there met be a deviation 

in the measuring syster.i before any corrective action can be taken 

by the control mechanllm. If the measuring system is slow in 

responding to changes then there will be a delay 1n e.pp1'rtng a 

correction by the controller, probably causing turther deviation 

before the correction becomes effective. For beet results the 

measuring system should respond to variations ot the process u 

quickly as possible. 
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Basic Control System Theory 

Automatic control ia accomplished by a circle of events, 

beginning with a change in the controlled variable and ending 

ultimately with a torcecl return of the variable to the desired 

level. This circle ot events, or the control system ia actu~ 

a aeries ot units combined. to produce a useful result vi.th little 

or no human supervision. 

This control system ~ be an open system where the output or 

the process has no et.t'ect upon the input or the proceaa or it may 

be a closed system. The open system ia generally wisuitable tor 

process control ayatama because the output ia not a !'unction of 

itself. However in the closed ayatem, energy input to the systan 

is some !'unction of the relation or the output it.self to the 

desired value. This type or system is called a feedback control 

system and ia gene~ uaed in control work. 

The Parts ot a Control System. A control s;ystem is made up 

of five essential parts which areCS): The process, the measuring 

means, the error-detecting mechanism, the controller, and the final 

control element. 

However, in many systems these five are not read:Hy seen aa 

separate units but in composites of two or more units. A block 

diagram, Figure 1, page 30, represents a aingle-teedback control 

system. The lines between the block• represent signals sent from 

one unit to the next and these signal.a may be in any fo:rm of 
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potential such as an electric voltnee, or a pneumatic or hydraulic 

pressure, 

!my operation or series of operations that produces a desired 

final result is a process. The process may involve a mechanical 

operation, an electric circuit, or a chard.cal reaction, or any 

combination of these three. 

The capacitance or a process is a measure or the quantity o! 

eneri;y or material whieh can be stored per U.'1it of potential. In 

the now or a. liquid through a pipe, fer example, no liquid is 

stored; therefore the capacity of this system would be zero. In the 

flow of a liquid through an accumulator however the liquid may be 

at 81\)-' level in the tank and therefore there is a finite capacity 

which depends upon the design. 

Control System Mechanisms. The instrument that detects the 

process variable to be controlled is called the measuring means and 

may be any instrument such as a thermometer or pressure gage. 

The error-detecting mechanism is a device that compares the 

measured variable with the desired value o! the measured variable, 

the difference being the error. 

The controller is a mechanism that responds tc any error 

indicated by the error-detecting r::"echanism. The output or the 

controller is some predetermined function or error and is sent to 

the final control elel!lent which effects the niaterial or energy in-

put to the process. 
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The process load ia usually considered as any !actor that 

ettecta the process output in addition to the control syat•• 

Controller Modes. In analyzing a apeci.fic control problem, 

a choice must be made among the various mod.ea ot control available. 

The controller is a mechanism that reacts to the error signal and 

produces an output signal proportional to aome function ot the 

error, and gene~ the more difficult the control problem, the 

more complicated will be the required controller mode. 

laoh type of controller has a clearly defined mode which mq 

be one ot several types. But only two different t1J)8& of modes, 

those applicable in controlling the distillation column in this 

study, will be diacuased. However, PeteraC.'35) and Van AntwerpctC50) 

have a complete discussion on the basic control theory ot automatic 

control instruments and controller modes. 

Proportional Mode. The proportional or throttling mode 

is a type of controller action in which the final control 

element is positioned in proportion to the magnitude of the 

deviation or the controlled variable from the set point. 
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The out~t aign&1 ot the controller ia direct.11' proportional 

to the error and 1a expreeaed aaC9): 

where: 

P • - l e • Po 
b 

p • controller output signal, dimnaionleaa 

b • proport:J.onal band, dimmllionlea• 

• • 
a conetant deptnding upon the manual-

. reHt poaition, dimenaionleaa. 

It can be aeen tl"ODl the equation that the output 

a1gnal. change• onq vhm the error ia changing. Another 

important characteriatic 1a that the proportional mod• 

produces an output aignal di.tterlng trca that at the 

control point onq vhm there 11 an error. 

.. 
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Proportional-Reset Mode. In order to obtain satistaetory 

system responses 1n many processes, it is desirable to combine 

tw or more modes ot control. One of the more advantageous 

combinations is that of the proportional and the automatic 

reset modes. When two or more modes are combined, the tinal 

response ot the combination ia the sum of the individual 

responses, therefore: 

where: 

p • ! [e + R j e dt] + p0 
b 

p • controller output signal, dimensionless 

P0 • a constant depending upon the manual-
reset position, dimensionl.eas 

b • proportional band, dimensionless 

e • error, dimenlionleea 

R • reset rate, reciprocal minutes 

t • time, minutes. 

It can be seen from the equation that increasing the 

reset rate or decreasing the proportional band will tend to 

cause cycling. 

Thia combination, proportional-reset mode, is useful 

tor the control ot most processes especially it there are 

large load changes that occur alowly. The reset action 

avoids azv offset. Thia mode ~· attempts to retum 
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the meuured variable to the control point after any load 

change. When lags in the system u:e large, it is necessary 

to increase the proportional band and decrease the reset 

rate great~ to prevent cycling. Consequent~ then the 

reaction to load changes will be slow, and the resulting 

system response may not be aatisfactory. 

Adjustment o! Controllers 

Adjustment of the controller is necessary in order to obtain 

the moat efficient operation of the process. In practice analyti-

cal treatments ot process control systems is not yet possible 

requiring empirical methods for adjusting these controllers. 

Some or these techniques are quite superior to hit-or-miss 

techniques which may result in a hopeless Bituation and should be 

avoided it possible. Ceaglake(lO) lists three procedures that may 

be used as empirical adjustments for controllers, and these methods 

will be discussed 1n the follold.ng paragraphs. 

Trial and Error. For the trial and error method enough trials 

have to be made with a systematic set of combinations of the 

proportional band and reset rate so that optimum conditions may be 

detennined. Thia method requires considerable time because of the 

many combinations or the adjustments poaBible. Also it may not be 

economic~ teasible to use this method on a large sea.le plant 

process. 
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ZierJ.er and Nichols Method. Ziegler and Nichole developed a 

aet ot empirical equations vhich are use.tul in finding the proper 

adjustments tor procesaea ha'ri.ng two or more capacities. A re-

action curV"e is required tor the process in order to app]¥ these 

equations. The reaction cum mq be obtained mcperimentally by 

changin& the enera input a small amount and obaening the be-

hari.or ot the measured variable. Figure 2, page 37, ahovs a 

t7Pical cum obtained exper.t.men~. 

When uaing a proport.ional mode controller the empirical 

equation 1e(9)z 

wheres 

b • lOOllL 
AP 

b • proportional band, dimenaionleaa 

N • alope ot the cum, per cent ot range 
per minute 

L • time lag, mimltea 

A p • ratio ot the enera input change to the 
tot.al poaaible energy input, dimiln8ionleaa. 
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It the controller is the proportional-reset mode type then the 

empirical equations areC9): 

where: 

b • 

R • 

llO ?l L 
AP 

R • reset rate, reciprocal minutes. 

This method breaks dolm because some processes will not produce 

a reaction curve a1m1lar to Figure 2, page 37. It is also sometimes 

undesirable to disturb a process enough to obtain a reaction curve. 

Procedure Recommended by the Menufacturer. Moet automatic 

controllers come with a set of directions giving a definite procedure 

1n order to obtain eatistactor.r controller settings. Unless other 

Wonnation ia available it is probably best to follow the manu-

facturer directions. 

Manufacturer procedure generally sucreeets adjueting the 

proportional band first after adjusting t~ other mode• to zero 

or as low a value aa ia possible. For proper adjuetment it is 

only neceaaar,r to reduce the proportional band rrom a maximum 

setting by increments until noticeable instability is present and 

then backing up until the desired at.ability ia obtained. It the 

controller ia a proportional mode only then proper adjustment haa 

been obtained but is usuaJ.l.Y checked by moving the control point a 
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small distance !rom the previous setting, holding for a few 

seconds and returning to the exact previous setting. If this 

disturbance causes a recovery si:milar to the kind deeired then 

the controller is properly' adjusted. 

However if the controller is a proportional-reset mode 

then after adjusting the proportional band it is checked as 

be.f'ore but while doing so the period of cycling in minutes is 

noted. Some multiple or the reciprocal of this cycling time is 

generally used to obtain the reset rate. Once again the stability 

or the control on a recovecy is checked and fine adjust.:ments a.re 

lll&de aa needed. It a controller with a rate mode is used it is 

adjusted sind lar to the reset mode, by first adjusting the 

proportion band and then the reset rate and finally the rate mode. 

Distillation Column Control 

For efficient operation of a continuous distillation column, 

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company(27) recommends the usage 

ot at least three primary control elements. These three include 

the use ot flow rate controllers on the feed and steam lines and 

a liquid level controller to regulate the rate o! bottoms discharge. 

These controllers are the mi.n.imum elements necessary to control a 

simple distillation installation using a feed with a constant 

composition. A more complex installation would require the use or 

a temperature controller to adjust the renux rate to provide tor 



constant overhead product, a Jiquid level controller to maintain 

constant level in the reflux accUllJ.ll.a.tor, and temperature control-

lers on the feed preheater and the product condenser(14). 

Selecting Controller Modes. For a process such as a 

distillation column having long transfer lags and slow reaction 

rates, proportional control is the simplest mode providing 

sufficient corrective action to avoid excessive cycling. It the 

load is subject to changes then reset response is necessary to 

avoid permanent offset of the :measured variable from the set point. 

Heat exchangers 'With their multiple capacities sometimes 

poaaea large tranaf er lag. These systems are difficult to control 

because they require wide proportional bands. The f raction&l 

distillation colunm is an example ot the IIlllltiple-capacity heat 

exchanger. Feed enters the side of the tower and the relativezy 

more volatile components pass up through a large number o! bubble 

tr~s, with each tray itselt constituting a thermal capacity and 

separated from the succeeding tray by the resistance to the flow 

of heat. 

In the proportional-resat control ot a continuous distillation 

column process, rate of load change is as important u the magnitude 

of load change. A load changing rapid:cy would result in an 

appreciable error. Conversely, a load changing at a slow rate mq 

be counteracted with negligible error. Consequently, it all the 

variables attecting the operation ot the process can be maintained. 
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fairly eteady, the deviation or the main controlled variable can 

be held quite cloee to the l.1Jnits desired.(24). 

Ma.thematically Selecti."l~ Controller Settings. Willia.ms end 

Hamett(5l) have made a study of automatic control in a continuous 

distillation column by using an ana.log computer simulation method. 

Studies of this type using mathematical model.8 to represent an 

automAtically controlled process are becoming more important with 

the installation of new control systems because ot the caipl.axi.ty 

and the desired perfection of control. By using models a complete 

systan can be desiened in advance or the installation of the 

automatic controllers saving time, money, and materl.al.s. 
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m. EIPERIMJ!.NTAL 

The experimental section ot this thesis contains the purpose 

of investigation, detailed plan of experimentation, including the 

review of the literature and the treatment ot the experimental data, 

materials, apparatus, methods or procedure, data. and results, and 

sample calculations used throUghout the investigation. 

Purpose of the Investigation 

The purpose or this investigation was to operate an automatically 

controlled ten-plate bubble-cap fractional dietillation column and 

to detennine the ettect of the controller gains on the performance 

of the column. 

Plan of ~rimentation 

The investigation was carried out under the general plan 

contained in the following paragraphs. 

Literature Review. The purpose of the literature review 

wa.s to review the general principles of fractional distillation 

and automatic control theory. Special emphasis was placed on 

instrumentation and control systems already applied to distillation 

columns. 
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Procedure. The fractionating column and &ll off-site 

equipnent including heat exchangers, pumps, and piping was 

checked and repaired, if necessary, for sat1atactor;y operation. 

All control and recording instruments were g1ven a 

prel.imina.ey check for proper operation, and the recording in-

struments were calibrated throughout the ranges that were en-

countered during the experimental teats. 

The experimental portion of this thesis consisted of a 

aeries of teats in which the response of the accumulator liquid 

level, fractionating column liquid level, condensate temperature, 

and teed !low rate controllers were studied to determine optimm. 

settings tor these controllers. Arter completing a preliminary 

aeries of teats in vhich approximate regions or satisfactory 

operation wre determined, the fractionating unit was then run 

continuously tor several da,ya until nearly ateac:.ly state conditiona 

existed throughout the unit. 

During this period of near~ stea~ operation adjustments 

were made in the controller settings to determine more accurately 

the regions of aatisf actory operation. The general procedure vaa 

to make at two hour increments adjustments in the control settings 

for the accumulator liquid level and condensate temperature 

controllers and at tour hour increments adjustments to the 

f'ractionating column level controller. i).iring the period of tvo 

or tour houra between changes, the operation of the entire unit 



wu oi.i.• tor uuatactor.r opwation or tor SSJ ~U.. 

Alt.bou&b thll Ngt.caa ot •tS.ataotoz7 operat.im are Cfdt.• llhu'p, 

1d.t.hln th1a regi.m t.1• obMnaU.one on operat.1.cn are ('flalitatifte 

~ all ot t.boee t.eet.a it. nanS nal 'value ot tJ'MI - point.a 

WN oonatant.. 

1or m -.nd.nat.son ot tJ• te8t period the beat. Mt.t.S.np tor 
eaob ocnWol..l.er ~ noted aid eet into the oontlol.lar. Attw 

Uda the ~t.1nc unit wa t.-ted onoe IPin 1n e>Nw to 

det.endne tlie u.. ~ tor tl• tntJ.n unit to ~ to 

~ et.ate tram a oold ~. 

!be toll.oM1ng ~ oaota1n a l18t.S.nc ot the Mter1ala 

Wied in the ~ opeat.Sona ot the autcmattoallT oant.rou.t 

~ tNotS.on&Uon eoJ•P\(t 

!Jr,,, Ccqq:11..t air at 50 'lb/114 s.n., gage, tllterecl and 

...... to z 'Jb/"4 in., gaae. ~eel ~ the luh ltft,or air 

OOll>l U•or ln t.he lN.t. Opuiat.icnll Llboftt.oq, Chedoal ~ 

~. 1'1rgSrd.a Po.J.yteohrdo JnsU.tute, BJaokllh.u'g, V1rg1rd.a. 

U.S. u tupp:q air tor tJ• Jr*m.t.10 ocnt.Nl ~ 

lilBr Dado lflpbtbl. Bed 1 'na -. 225-316• r at ~.15 

1noh He PN••are. .An A.S.T.M. boiling nnp o.uw tor tn1a 

•tedal 1n lllOlll in fi&uN 6, page 70. CJ>tdned tl"Oll t.lw 

Balt.imon ~ ot tbe luo standard OU Co. Uaed u one 

component ot the feed mixture tor the fractionating tower. ~ . 
·' . 
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Hexane, Commercial grade, boiling range 145-158 °F at 

28.15 inch Hg pressure, An A,S,T,M. boiling range curve for 

this material is shown in Figure 5, page 69. Obtained from 

Hercules Powder Co., Radford, Virginia. Used as one component 

or the reed mixture for the fractionating column. 

Mereurz. Technical grade, triple distilled. Obtained 

from Mex:tcan Metals, Inc,, Mew York, N.Y. Used in the manometer 

legs of the indicating !'low transmitters. 

Steam, Supplied,, at 70 lb/sq in., gage. Obtained from the 

steam mains of the Unit Operations Laboratory, Chemical :Engineering 

Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. 

Used to heat the eolunm calandria. and feed preheater. 

Water. Tap, temperature approximately 50 °F, supplied at 

80 lb/sq in., gage. Obtained trom the water mains of the Unit 

Operations Laboratory, Chemical Fngineeri.ng Department, Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. Used for condensing 

overhead vapor product, cooling bottoms stream, preUminaey tests 

on the fractionating column, and, calibrating product and renux 

flow rate recorders. 
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Apparatus 

Included in the following section is a listing or all 

apparatus 1nstal.1ed in the hydrocarbon fractionation unit a.~d 

the instrument panel board. 

Clock. Electric, Telechron, model No 1HA1608, aweep second 

hand, 115 v, 60 cy, 2 w. Manufactured by the General Electric Co., 

Ashland, Mass. Used for timing operation periods. 

Column, Distillation. Size 2 x 21-l/J ft, constructed of 

24-inch diameter A.s.T.M. A-106 grade A pipe, design pressure 

350 lb/sq in., design temperature 150 °F, contains 10 plates 

spaced l ft apart each having twenty-two 2-inch bubble-caps, 

integral calandria constructed of l-inch extra heavy pipe 

having total heating area of 60 aq ft. Manufactured in and a 

gift of the Baltimore Refineey of the Esso Standard Oil Co. 

Used as the hydrocarbon fractionation column. 

Controller and Recorder. Air-0-Line, proportional plus 

reset, 24-hour electric clock chart drive. Manufactured by 

the Brown Instrument Co., Division ot Minneapolis-Honeywell 

Regulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Presented by the Baltimore 

Refineey, Esso Standard Oil Co. Used in conjunction with a 

dif!erential pressure transmitter to record and control the 

feed stream flow rate to the distillation column. 
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Controller and Recorder. Fulscope temperature controller, 

serial No l.22RM20;38, ll-l/2 inch bulb irnlllersion, temperature range 

0-250 •c, proportional plus reset, integral manual by-pass, 

mec;1a;-dcel 24-hour chart drive. Manufactured by the Taylor 

Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y. Given by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Used to control steam 

flow into column ca.landria and record temperature in reboiler. 

Controller and Recorder. Stabilog temperature controller, 

serial No C61090, range 0-200 °C, 5-inch bulb immersion, tubing 

length 50 ft, proportional plus reset. Manufactured by the 

Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Mass. Donated by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Used to control the 

flow rate of cooling water to the tops condenser and to record 

the condensate temperature leaving the condenser. 

Controller and Recorder. Stabilog temperature controller, 

seriaJ. No C61090, range 0-250 °C, 5-inch bulb immersion, tubing 

length 35 ft, proportional plus reset. Manufactured by the 

Foxboro Co., Foxbcro, V;ass. Presented by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Used to control the 

flow of cooling water to the bottoms cooler and to record the 

temperature of the bottoms stream leaving the cooler. 

Controller and Recorder. Stabilog temperature controller, 

serial Mo C.32362, range 0-300 °F, 10-inch bulb immersion, tubing 

length 50 tt, proportional plus reset. Manufactured by the Foxboro 



Co., Foxboro, Mass. Given by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., 

Charleston, West Virginia. Used to control the flow or steam to 

the reed preheater and to record the temperature or the reed 

leaving the preheater. 

Controller and Record.er. Air-0-Line, proportional plus 

reset, mechanical flow controller, model No 220131-199, serial 

No 402891, mechanical 24-hour clock drive. Manufactured by the 

Brown Instrument Co., Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator 

Co., Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Philadelphia, 

Pa. Donated by the Baltimore Refinery of the Esso Standard Oil Co. 

Used to regulate the discharge rate of the bottoms by the measure-

ment of the liquid level in the reboiler and to record the liquid 

level in the reboiler. 

Controller and Recorder. Air-0-Line, proportional plus reset, 

mechanical flow controller, model No 702P26Cll+-91-74, serial No 

601817, mechanical 24-hour clock drive. Manufactured by the Brown 

Instrument Co., Division or Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 

Philadelphia, Pa. Donated by the Baltimore Refinery or the Esso 

Standard 011 Co. Used to regulate the now or distillate from 

the accumulator drum by measuring the liquid level in the drum 

and to record this liquid level. 

Control Panel, Manual. Range 0-.30 lb/sq in., gage, consists 

ot supply air pressure gage, 4 position pneumatic switch, and 

pressure reducing valve. Manufactured by the Taylor Instrument Co., 
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Rochester, H.I. Presented by the Union Carbide Chemical.a Co., 

Charleston, West Virginia. Used to operate pnwmatic motor Talve• 

manua1J¥. 
Control Panel, Master. Conaista o! presaure rec:blcing valve and 

in1et and outlet preaaure gages, range 0-60 lb/aq in., gage. 

Constructed in the Chtmical Engineering Department, Virginia Poly-

technic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. U•ed to reduce air 

presaure from compre•aor to a> lb/aq in., gage, air pre•llW'e 

required tor operation ot pneumatic instruments. 

Control, Pushbutton Station. '1)'pe SD-2, clus lS-OZ>, model 

No 1253069, start-atop. Manutactured. b7 the WestinghouH Electric 

Corp., Pittsburgh, Penns.ylvania. Used tor rmote control ot motor 

pumpa. 

Filter, Air. Mild steel, constructed trom di•carded. inTerted 

bucket t;ype ateam trap housing, 6-inch height, pa.eked v:l.th treated 

fiber air tilter media. Constructed in the Chemical Engineering 

Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. 

Used to filter air euppll' trom compressor to control panel. 

Heat Exchanger. Single pua, countercurrent, shell and tube 

typea contact eurtace ot nineteen 5/8-inch copper tube• 45.5 inches 

long enclosed in mild steel •hell. Preaented by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charle•ton, Vest Virginia. Used aa the teed preheater. 

Heat Eltchan&er. Single pass, oountercurrant, shell and tube 

types contact surface ot eighty-nine 3/4-inch admiralty metal tube• 
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69 inches long enclosed in mild steel shell. Manutactured by the 

M.w. Kellogg Co., New York, N.Y. Donated by the Ba.ton Rouge 

Refinery of the Esso Standard Oil Co. Used u the overhead vapor 

condenser. 

Heat Exchanger. Four-pass, shell and tube type; cont.act 

surf ace of thirty-seven .3/4-inch copper tubes 79 inches long 

enclosed in mild steel shell. Manufactured by the Ingeraoll-

Rand Co., New York, N.Y. Presented by the Union Carbide Chemicala 

Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Used u the bottoms cooler. 

Motor. Electric, type CSP, induction, class l, style 

1261426, serial No 546, 2 hp, 3490 rpm, 60 cy, .3 ph, 220 v, 

5.6 amp per terminal. Manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric 

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Given by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Two used; one to drive 

accumulator and one to drive feed pumps. 

Motor. Electric, type CSP, induction, class l, style 

1261426, serial No 2046, 1.5 hp, .3450 rpm, 60 cy, .3 ph, 220 v, 

4.6 amp per te:rm1nal. Manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric 

Corp., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Presented by the Union Carbide 

Chemical.a Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Uaed to drive bottoms 

pump. 

Potentiometer Pnymeter. Electronik, model No l56.x6.3P4S, 

serial No 540265, temperature range 0-500 •r, 110-125 v, 0.45 amp, 

60 cy, 50 w, 48-point indicator. Manufactured by the Brown 

Instrument Co., Division of the Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.'· 
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Prdladelphia, Pennsylvania. Given by the Baltimore Refinery of 

the Esso Standard Oil Co. Used in conjWlction with chromel-alumel 

thermocouples to determine temperature& at various points in the 

column and otf site equipnent. 

~· Centri.f'ugal, size 204, type ECD, serial No KE-465, 
capacity 20,000, head 40 lb. Manufactured by the Economy Pumps 

Inc., Hamilton, Ohio. Presented by the Union Carbide Chemical• Co., 

Charleston, West Virginia. Used to pump bottoms stream. 

~· Centrifugal, size 254, type F.CD, serial No KED-463, 
capacity 25,000, head 40 lb. Manufactured by the Economy Pumps 

Inc., Hamilton, Ohio. Donated by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., 

Charleston, West Virginia. Two used; one to pump reflux and 

product streams and one to pump teed stream. 

Receiver, Recording. Metric mechanical flow meter, model 

Ho .39005, operating pressure 100 lb/sq in., gage, range 0-100 

inches of water. Manu.f'actured for the Metric Metal Works by the 

Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y. Presented by the Baltimore 

Refineey of the Easo Standard Oil Co. Used to record steam !low 

rate to calandria. 

Receiver1 Recordi.ng. Flow, two pen, 12-inch diameter chart, 

electric 24-hour chart drive, input air range 3-15 lb/sq in., gage. 

Manufactured by the Brown Instrument Co., Division of the 

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Donated by the Baltimore Refinery of the Easo Standard Oil Co. 
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Three used to record ten:tl.nal stream flow rates of the col.WlDl and 

oi'.f site equ.ip11ent. 

Receiver, Recorder. Transet, aerial Ho 78J'1'll.4J3, tw pen 

recording receiver. Electric 24-hour chart drive, 12-inch 

diameter chart, input a1r range 3-15 lb/sq in., ga&e. Manufac-

tured by the Ta_ylor Inatrumant Co., Rochester, N.Y. Donated b7 

the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., Charleston, West Virginia. Uaed 

to record the reflux now rate. 

Starter, M.agnetic. Model No CR7006BlOlB, size O, 3 ph, 23> Y, 

60 cy, heater No 8l.D549. Manufactured by the General Electrio Co., 
Schenectady, N.Y. Used to start the product and refiux pump. 

Starter, Mynetic. Size o, form 2, type l, aeries No 61AH57, 

220 v, 3 ph, 60 cy. Hanutactured by- the Allen-Bradley Co., 

Milwaukee, Wis. Used to start the bottoms pump. 

Starter, Kynet1c. Size O, form 2, type l, aerie• No 5.36706, 

220 v, 3 ph, 60 cy. Manufactured by the illm-Bradley Co., 

Milwaukee, Wis. Used to start the teed pump. 

SWitch Box. Single throw, fusible, l pole, catalog No 88.352, 

60 amp, 230 v, 7.5 hp max. Manutactured b7 the Square D Co., 
Detroit, Mich. Used 1n the pump motor control c1rcuit. 

Switch Box. Single throw, tusible, 2 pole, catalog Ho N.33, 

.30 amp, 125 v, 2 hp max. Manufactured by the Wad.sworth Electric 

Manufacturing Co,, Inc., Covington, Ky. Used in the electric clock 

drive circuit. 
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~· Capacity 500-gnl., tild steel, weld(..'<! construction, 

4-ft O.D., 6 ft long. Donated by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., 
Charleston, w. Va. Used as a feed storage tank. 

~· Capacity ID-gal, mild steel, welded construction, 

l.4.5-inch o.n., 39-inch height less support, 55-inch overall height 

including angle iron tripod support, contains 15-ft heating coil ot 

1/4-inch copper tubing. Donated by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., 

Charleston, w. Va. Uoed as the refl.ux acC'Wllllator drum. 

~· Knock-out, constructed of a 9-inch section ot )-inch 

mild steel pipe, welded ends, eqi.rlpped with drain cock. Con-

structed in the Chemical ~eering Department, Virginia Poly-

technic Institute, Blacksburg, Va. Used in the air line from the 

compressor to the panel board to rer;iove entrained particle• trom 

the supp~ air. 

Thermocouples. Fifteen chromel-alumel, type K, 14 gage, 

equipped with .304 stai."'lless steel protecting tube l2 inches long 

fitted with l/2-inch mounting thread, catalog No 5BlOS. Manufactured 

b3 the Bro111n Instrument Co., Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell 

Regulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Used in conjunction with the Brow 

precision !ndicator to determine the operating temperatures in the 

column and off site equipnent. 

Thermocou12le Leap. Wire. Catalog No 5W2Al4, for use with type K 

chromel-alumel thermocouples, weather-proof' over polyvinyl insulation, 

16 gage. Manufactured by the Brom Instrument Co., Divi.sion ot the 
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Mi1111e.;,.polia-Honeywell Rer.ulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Used to 

extend thennocouples trom head assembly to precision indicator. 

Transmitter. Mercury manometer type, range 0-54.57 inches 

of water, transr.d.ts 3-15 lb/sq in., gage, indicating type. 

Manufactured by the Brown Instrument Co., Division of the 

ltl.nnoopolis-Honcr;well Regulator Co. , Philadelphia, Pa. Presented 

by the Baltimore Refinery of the Esso Standard Oil Co. Used in 

conjunction with the recorders and the temperature and flow 

controllers to measure the flow rates of the ten:d.nal. streams or 
the colwnn and offsite equipnent. 

Transr.dtter. Differential pressure transmitter, aeria.:l No 

J-4'1J"/5, range 0-50 inches, working pressure 750 lb/sq in.,, gage. 

Manufactured. by the Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Mass. Donated by Union 

Carbide Chemicals Co., Charleston, w. Va. Used as the liquid level 

transmitter on the reflux acCUI!ftlls.tor drum. 

Trap, Stenn. Anderson Super Silvertop, model No llO, capacity 

400 lb/hr, operating pressure SO lb/sq in., gage. Manufactured by 

the V.D. Anderson Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Used on the feed preheater 

to facilitate the removal of steam condensate. 

Trap, Steam. Anderson Super Silvertop, model No l.20, capacity 

lJ.20 lb/hr, operating pressure SO lb/sq in., gage. Manufactured by 

the v.n. Anderson Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Used on the calandria to 

facilitate the removal of steam condensate. 
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Valve, Diaphrwp Hotor. Size l/2-irtCii1 250 lb/sq in. 1 zaee, 
oror.zc bod,y, .3/C-inch die.meter cut-away type inner valve 1 air to 

open action, seria.l No J-ll8e. Hanufactured by the }~son-Neilan 

H.egu.lator Co., Boston, Mass. Presented by the Union Carbide 

Chemicals Co., Charleston, W. Va. Used to throttle product stream. 

Valve, Diaphr8.J!tll Motor. Size 1/2-inch, Lunkenheimer bronze 

body, stainless steel trim, single seat cut-away plug type inner 

valve, air to open action. Manufactured by the Foxboro Co., 

Foxboro, Mass. Presented by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., 

Charleston, w. Va. Used to throttle the feed streal!l. 

Valve, Diaphra.pgn t~otor, Size 1/2-inch, AE make, Lunkenheimer 

bronze body, stainless steel trim, cut-away plug, single seat type, 

air to open action. Manufactured by the Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Masa. 

Presented by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co,, Charleston, w. Va. 

Used to throttle the bottoos discharge stream. 

Valve, Diarhra.Qn llotor. Size 1/2-inch, bronze body, stainless 

steel trim., cut-away type inner valve, air to open action, 

Nanufactured by the Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn. Used in conjunction 

with valve positioner to regulate now or distillate from retlwt 

accu.r:rulator drum. 

Valve, Diaphfml V.otor. Size 1-inch, ca.at steel body, stainless 

steel trim, cut-alm,Y type im1er valve, fiange fitting, air to close 

action. }>l'.anUfactured by the Foxboro Co., Foxboro, Ma5s. Preeented 

by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., Charleston, W. Va. Used to 
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throttle steaTJ1 nc.:w to calandris. section of colwnn. 

Valve, Diap!:r!&J Motor. Size 1/2-inch, bronze body, stainless 

steel trim, cut-away plug, single seat type inner valve, air to open 

action. ManUfactured by the Foxboro Co., Foxboro, ¥.ass. Presented 

by the Union Carbide Chemicals Co., Charleston, w. Va. Three used; 

one to throttle water flow to bottoms cooler, one to throttle water 

flow to tops condenser, and one to throttle steam flow to feed 

preheater. 

Method ot Procedure 

This section contains an outline or the operational procedure 

ot the diatillation column and the detailed procedure uaed in 

performing the tests in which data waa taken. In addition an out-

line of the prel1minary testing and maintenance work ia included. 

Prel.illlinary Testing. The initial step in this inveatigation 

was to operate the distillation column to determine the actual 

operating performance ~ the entire unit and to locate detective or 

unsatisfactoril3' operating equipmait. Sneral teat• wre made 

testing various methods of operation and checking detective or 

repaired equiJIHllt. 

The pertormance ot the various control systems were noted 

du.ring these preliminar.Y testa, but no attempt at aystematic 

adjustment of the controller settings wre made. Some adjustments 
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had to be made, howver, aa the unit was essenti~ not operable 

at the start ot this investigation. The calibration of the feed, 

product, bottoms, and reflux flow rates and the bottoms, condensate, 

feed, and plate tanperaturea were checked and compared to those 

recorded by R1chardC37). 

Repair1 and Hod.U'ications of E9u1pnent. The intormation 

obtained during these preliminary teat1 suggested aneral modi-

fications ot the equipuent. The repairs or moditicatiorus liated. 

in the tollowing paragraphs wre pertormed prior to commencing 

tests on the control syatan. 

l"eed and Bottoms Pumps. Both the teed and bottoms pmpa 

wre tound to be damaged because ot previous lack ot proper 

maintenance. The thrust bearings on both J11Dlp8 had tailed 

some tilne in the pa.at. The end free plq which accrued with-

out the thrust bearinga caused rapid war ot the impeller, 

radial bearings, water seal r:l.nga, and ahatt. The ax.ceasiYa 

ahatt war and vibrations made eatiatactor;y packing of the 

pmp impossible, the condition which actu•lll' led to a 

carefUl check ot the intemal parts ot the pmlp8• Upon 

inspection it vu tound that both pllllp8 required a CC1111plete 

overhaul including replacanent ot all intemal part.a in one 

pump and all parts axcept the impeller in the other pump. 

The proper parts wre ordered tor both pimpa. Atter re-

building both pumpa, they were placed back in service and 

teated and found to be aatietactor;y. 
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Seal Pots. The accumulator and the distillation column 

liquid level controllers, Figure 3, page 59, operated 

Wl&atisfactorily during the preliminary teats. While the unit 

was in operation the upper seal pots for each of the controllers, 

Figure 4, page 60, were examined and found to be empty. Under 

this condition the recording unit for both controllers indicated 

both columns were more than full while actual.ly the accumulator 

and the distillation column were nearly empty. 

The seal pots could have been tilled by hand 'Whenever 

a test were started. However a simpler and more pema.nent 

solution was to connect a purge line to both seal pots ot the 

accumulator and the column. Whenever the feed p.unp is running 

the seal pots can now be filled. 

Installation of Thennocouples. During the preliminary 

test it was observed that there was no way or determining the . 
temperatures or the feed. entering the preheater, bottoms 

leaving the fractionating column, cooling water entering and 

leaving the tops and bottoms heat exchangers, and steam 

condensate tanperatures. These temperatures a.re important 

in order to follow the complete operation of the bottoms, tops, 

feed, and reflux streams and their relationship vith the over-

all hydrocarbon fractionation unit. Thermocouples were in-

stalled in the process lines and connected to the multipoint 
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indicating potentiometer to measure the temperature of the 

stre&"'lS nentioned above. Even tho~h a heat balance can not 

be completed over the entire wtlt through the use of these 

additional thermocouples, these temperatures aid in giving 

a good overall picture of the operating conditions thrcugh-

out the unit. 

Startinga Procedu.re. The control panel for the distillation 

column, Figure 3, page 59, vas referred to throughout the explanation 

of the operating procedure. First the usual preliminary check was 

ma.de to see that the w.tring and pip:L"'1g were L"l good condition. Thia 

could prevent a possible tire of the in.flamable components or wasting 

of the feed stock. Safety is always para.mount when opera.ting equip-

ment of this type. 

After this preJ3mina.ry check the Na.sh Hytor vhich supplies the 

panel board with at least 40 pounds per aqua.re inch, gage, air 

pressure was started. The supply a.1.r control valve on the panel board 

wa.s set at 20 pounds per aqua.re inch, gage, air pressure. 

After air was supplled·to the instruments, the electric clocka 

that operate instruments FRC-1, FR-l, FR-2, FR-.3, l"R-5, and U.C-2 

were turned on. Instruments TRC-1, TRC-.3, mc-;, TRC-21 and LLC-l 
contain hand-wound clocks, which were vound, Next the proper 

instrurnent charts were placed on the instruments as indicated on 

the name plate of each instrument. The date and purpose of each 

chart "'was written on the chart itself for future record purposes 



and the control settings of each instrument were recorded. 

Cooling water tor the tops condenser and bottoms cooler was 

tumed on manu~ by turning the water line valve, located to the 

rear and to the right of the panel board. Inatrumenta TRC-l, TRQ-4, 
and~ were now aet on manual control, and the valve air pressure 

was adjusted. to l.8, S, and l3 pound.a per square inch, gage, re-

spectively. The indicating potentiometer, located on the panel 

board, was tumed on and after allowing it to warm up tor several 

minutes, the potcitiometer wae standardized in accordance with the 

instructions outlined on the inside ot the inatrwnent. 

Arter atanclardizing the potentiometer, the steam line block 

valve vaa opened one-quarter tum to make certain that all the 

steam condensate had drained out ot the steam line. The ateam 

line drain was closed and then the steam valve vu opened 

completely. Thia steam valve ia located to the right and behind 

the panel board. The steam was now !lowing tram the inside of the 

building to the calandria and to the teed preheater. The Ht point 

on instrument TRC-1 vaa set on 125, corresponding to 257 •r, and 

steam was now fiowing to the cal.andria section, Figure 4, page 60, 

ot the column. The feed tlow rate vu set by moving the set point 

on instrument FBC-1 to the predetemined value ot 30. The teed pump 

motor svitch vu turned on at the control panel and teed was now 

entering the colunn at plate five. 
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The bottoms pump was cut on aa soon as instrument LLC-1, 

indicating the liquid level in the column, was reading eight on the 

chart. The set point of instruments LLC-1, LLC-2, TRC-3, and TRC-5 

were changed to 8, 35, 76, and 140, respectively. 

The accumulator pump switch was tumed on when the temperature 

of plate nine reached 160 •F, as shown by the potentiometer and the 

level in the reflux accumulator has reached the control point 35 as 

recorded by instrument LLC-2. 

Arter completing all the instructions as listed in the above 

paragraphs the fractionating column vas now operating automaticallJ, 

The various flow rates, temperatures, and liquid level.a were allowed 

to steady out. 

Control System Response Tests. In the preli.minar,y testing of 

the unit the instrument response of the accumulator liquid level, 

fractionating column liquid level, condensate tmnperature, and the 

.f'eed flow rate controller was observed. The control settings 

giving the best response were used in the start up ot the main test. 

furing this test, the fractionating unit was run continuously 

for several days. When the fractionating unit was at nearly steady 

operations adjustments were made in the controller settings to 

determine more accurately the regions of sa.tisf'actory operation. 

The general procedure was to make at two hour increments adjustments 

in the control settings for the accumulator liquid level and the 

condensate temperature controllers and at four hour increments 
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adjustments to the fractionating colW!ll1 liquid-level controller. 

The first controller adjustment used was a minimum reset rate 

and proportional band. At the time interval stated tor each 

controller, the proportional band was increased to a maxi nnun or 

until the recorder indicated that the controller was drifting 

excessively. At this time the reset rate was increased eveey two 

or tour hours while the proportional. band was kept at the highest 

previously tested setting. When the recorder indicated again an 

unsatisfactory control, the reset rate and proportional band 

settings vere reduced step wise in an attempt to circle the region 

of satiaf actory operation. 

JAfring the period between the two and four hour changes, the 

operation of the entire unit was observed for satisfactory operation 

or any irregularities. The nominal value of the set points were 

held constant during all the tests. 

From an exNnination ot the test period several of the best 

settings for each controller were noted. The column ns then 

purposely upset when using these settings in order to test under 

more strenuous conditions these settings. 

The fractionating unit was tested once again using the best 

control settings located in order to determine the time required 

tor the entire unit to come to steady-state from a cold start. 

Sl:ru.tdown Procedure. After completing all the tests required, 

t.he first step in the shutdown procedure was to manually shut otf 
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the steam valve, located inside the building and behind the panel 

board. The set point or instrument TRC-1 was now changed from 125 

to zero. Next the set point of instrument FRC-1 waa changed to 

zero and feed pump was shut off at the control panel. Ats soon as 

the temperature on the ninth plate was below 145 8 F, below the 

boiling point of hexane, the reflux and bottoms pump were shut of!. 

Next the cooling water to the heat ax:changer and the tops 

condenser was shut ott ms.nua.lly. The electric clocks were stopped. 

All of the charts were now removed from the instruments on the panel 

board. The potentiometer was eut off. The supply air control valve 

was slrut off thus preventing any air from reaching the control 

instruments. F1na.lly the Nash Hytor was stopped, thus completing 

the s!n..ttdown procedure. 

• 
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Data and Results 

The following paragraphs describe the data and results 

obtained from the atud;y of the automatic instrumentation of the 

fractional distillation column. 

Ana}.Ysis and Ph,ysical Properties of Feed Mixtures. Tables 

I and II, pages 67 and 68, present an analysis and the physical 

properties for the components of the feed stock, commercial 

grade hexane and heavy virgin naphtha. The analysis is gi:ven in 

weight per cent and the physical properties include distillation 

curve data. An A.s.T.M. distillation CUrV"e for commercial grade 

hexane ia represented by Figure 5, page 69, and Figure 6, page 

70, represents the heavy virgin naphtha A.S.T.M. distillation CUrV"e. 

Calibration of Instruments. A calibration of teed flow 

controller set points, bottoms, product, and reflux flow rate 

recorders and the feed, bott0Ill8, and product temperature 

recorders for the fractionating unit are presented in Tables III 

and IV, pages 71 and 72. ill flow rates are expressed. in pounds 

per minute and temperatures as •r. Figures 7 to 10, pages 73 to 

76, are a graphical representation of data recorded during the 

calibration of the reed, bottoms, product, and renux flow rates. 

The calibration of the feed, bottoms, and product temperature 

recorders are represented in Figures ll to 13, pages 77 to 79. 
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TABLE I 

Anal.ysia 2£. Components 2! ~ Mixture 

!2£ Distillation Column 

Heavy Virgin Naphtha(!) HaxaneC2) 

Compound Weight Compound 
Per Cent 

Benzene 0.2 n-c6 
Toluene 2.0 3-me c5 

Cg Aromatics 6.6 n-C4 

c9 A...~matics 3.6 i-c5, n-C5 
c10 Aror.latics o.6 2, 2-dime c4 

Weight 
Per Cent 

56.3 

13.4 

0.5 

0.3 

trace 

Naphthalenes 0.2 Cyclo c5, 2-me c5,) 8.9 
2, )-dime c4 ) 

Indan 0.1 
) 

Naphthenes 35.1 ) 14.4 
Paratfina 47.7 ) 

Condensed. Cyc~ ) 
naphthenea 3.9 3, c5, ) 

2, 3-dilne c5 ) 
Benzene 

{l) An8.J¥sis by mass spectrophotometry 
(2) Anal,yais by gas-liquid partition chromatograpey 

Knov, W.T.: Personal Comnwrl.cation, March 29, 1957, Linden, 
New Jersey. 

2.3 

4.2 
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TABLE ll 

P!vaical Properties 2! Component• 2! l.!!S Mixture 

m Diatillatioo Column 

Nonnal Boiling Curve Boiling Point(l) 
Per Cent Volume 

Distilled 
Hexane Hea17 Virgln 

Naphtha 

•F ., 
0 145 225 

lO 149 248 
Z> 151 255 
JO 151 261 
40 152 266 
50 152 Z13 
(:I) 153 280 
70 15.3 2.89 
80 154 298 
90 158 316 

Molecular weight 87.87 

Specitio gravity, 25 •c o.684 0.753 

Specitic heat, Btu/J.b-•r Liquid 0.565 o.607 

Latent heat ot vaporization, Btu/lb 152 

Refractive Index, nD 1.3824 l.4200 

(1) Atmoapherio pressure, 2!.40 inchu mercury 
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TABLE III 

Calibration 2! ~ f!2!! Controller Setpoint ~ Bottoms. Product, !£.!! Reflux 

!!£!! Recorders !!:!.!:. ~ Jiydrocarbon Fractionating ~ 

Feed Bottoma Product Reflux 

Chart Flow Chart Flow Chart Flow Chart 
Value Rate Value Rate Value Rate Value 

lb/min lb/min lb/min 

10.0 15.6.3 14.0 5.44 4.0 7.s5 15.0 
20.0 17.00 22.0 6.81 is.o ll.46 'Zl·5 
JO.O 18.lJ 29.5 s.oo a.o 11.67 40.5 
40.0 19.00 40.0 9.25 28.0 12.2.3 u.s 
50.0 20.00 51.0 10.88 37.5 13.32 50.5 
60.o 20.50 56.0 11.25 44-5 14.22 6l.O 
70.0 22.]J 70.5 13.69 54.0 15.'Zl 71+.5 so.o 22.50 86.5 14.88 62.0 16.00 99.5 

70.0 16.78 
TJ.O 17.0.3 

Flow 
Rate 

lb/min ~ 
9.7s 

12.50 
14.85 
15.07 
16.50 
is.oo 
20.00 
22.52 
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TABLE ll 

Calibration ~Feed, Bottoms, !!:!!! Product 

Temperature Recorders ~ !d!!. llydrocarbon 

Fra.ctionatinp; ~ 

Temperature Chart Value 

op Feed Bottoms 

91 64 
100 ll7 68 

108 ll8 73 
llO 124 74 

ll8 130 78 

122 l.32 62 

131 l.35 S6 

149 145 95 

156 150 99 

165 156 103 

l6a l5S 106 

* Thermocouple lead line broken 

Product 

72 

75 

77 

79 

8J 

-* 
87 

en 
102 

107 

108 
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Response of Control Systems. The fractionating column liquid 

level controller control settings and responses are presented in 

Table V, page 82. Figures l.4 and 15, pages 83 and 84, are 

graphical representation or the column liquid level control system 

responses and the recommended control settings for this controller. 

Figures 16 and 17, pages 85 and 86, show photographs or typical 

recorder charts tor the column liquid level and bottoms now rate 

recorders. 

Table VI, page 87, are the control settings and responses for 

the accUII11lator liquid level cont.roller. The control system 

responses and recommended control settings for the accumulator 

liquid level controller are graphically represented by Figures 1S 

and 19, pages 88 and 89. Typical recorder charts for the 

accwm.U.ator liquid level and reflux now rate recorders are shown 

by photographs in Figures 20 and 21, pages 90 and 91. 

The control settings and responses for the condensate 

temperature controller are presented in Table m, page 92. 

Figures 22 and 23, pages 93 and 94, are graphical representations 

of the condensate temperature control system responses and the 

recommended condensate temperature cont.roller settings. Figures 

24 and 25, pages 95 and 96, are photographs of typical recorder 

charts tor the condensate temperature and condenser cooling water 

flow rate recorders. 
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The control nttinga and responses tor the teed rate controller 

are pre•ented in Table ml, page 97, and Figure 26, page 98, are 

the recommeru:led control settings tor the teed rate controller. 

The theoretical and operational optimum control aett1ng1 tor 

the colwll'l llquid level, accumulator liquid l.eYel, condensate 

temperature, and the teed rate controllere are pnsented in 

Table ll, page 99. 
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TABl.E V 

Control Settings !Y_ R!•ppntte £S?! ~ F!fftionatins Column Li!l11d Level Controller 

Setting 

Proportional Reae{ 
Band Rate l) 

Per Cent 

l 0 

5 0 

10 0 

20 0 

40 0 

80 0 

40 l/3 
20 l/J 
10 l/3 
20 2/3 

(1) D.l.al revolutions 

(2) Bott.ome flow rate 

Obaervation 

Controlled 
Var1able(2) 

qcling 

excellent 

BCellent 

scellent 

exoellent 

drilting 

4ri!t1ng 

qoling 

qoling 

good 

(3) Fractionating column liquid level 

(4) Retera to Figuru 16 and 17, pagea 85 and 86 

Figure(4) 

Controµµig 
Med:lum(3) 

good A -
excellent B -
mccellent c -
good 

good 

drifting g 
good 

good 

good 

dritting 

Cycling 
Period 

Cycles 
per min 

0.33 

-
0.23 

0.33 
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Figure 16. Typical Recorder Charts tor Column 

LiqUid Level and Bottoms Flow Rate 

Top: Ad.justing Column Liquid Level Controller 

Bottom: Ooltimn Startup Period 



Figure 17. Typical Record.er Chart for Column 

Liquid Level and Bottoms Flow Bate 
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TABLE VI 

Control Set tinge.~ Re!J20!18!! !!?!:. :Y!!. Accumulator Liquid Level Controller 

Setting 

Proportional Reaet(l) 
Band ·Rate 

Per Cent 

lD 0 

20 0 

40 0 

60 0 

so 0 

150 0 

150 l/3 
l.50 2/3 
150 l 

80 l 

so 2/J 
40 2/3 

40 1 
.. 

20 l 

20 2/3 
20 l/3 
40 l/3 
10 l 

(1) Dial revolutions 

(2) Re.fl.wt f'low rate 

Observ-ations 

Contro~) 
Variable 

Contro~ 
Medium 

drifting cycling 

good excellent 

good excellent 

good good 

good good 

drifting dril'ting 

dritting good 

qeling eycling. 

cycling cycling 

cycling qcling 

cycling cycling · 

cycling good 

cycling cycling 

cycling cycling 

oycling cycling 

good excellent 

good excellent 

cycling cycling 

(3) AcCUJllllator liq.dd level 

(4) Refers to Figures 20 and 21. pages 90 and 91 

Figure(4) 

! 
!! 
! 
~ 

! 
y 

! 

Cycling 
Period 

Cycles 
per min 

0.15 

.Q.,18 

0.22 

o.18 
0.22 
o.2B 
0.25 

O.Zl 
0.33 

o.J 
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Figure a>. Typical B.eco.rder Chart.a for Accumulator 

Liquid Level and Reflux Flow Rate 

Topt 

Bottom: 

Accumulator Liquid Level Controller Recorder 

Reflux Flow Rate Recorder 
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Figure 21. Typical Record.er Charts for Accumulator 

Liquid Level and Reflux Flow Rate 

Top: Accwnu.lator Liquid Level Response Cune 

Bottem: Corresponding Reflux Flow Rate 
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TABLE VII 

Control Settings ~ Re!3J?onses for Condensate Temperature Controller 

Setting Observations 

Proportional 
Band 

Per Cent 

l 

5 

20 

40 

60 

60 

so 
80 

80 

80 

80 

40 

40 
20 

10 

20 

20 

10 

10 

Reset 
Rate 

(min)-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.2 

0 •. 2 

0.5 

2.0 

10.0 

50.0 

2.0 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

2.0 

10.0 

Controlled 
Variable(l) 

cycling 

cycling 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

good 

good 

drifting 

drifting 

drifting 

drifting 

good 

good 

cycling 

drifting 

drifting 

dri.f ting 

drifting 

(1) Condensate Cooling Water Flow Rate 

(2) Condensate Temperature 

Controlling 
Medium(2) 

cycling 

cycling 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

excellent 

good 

good 

drifting 

drifting 

excellent 

excellent 

cycling 

good 

good 

drii'ti.ng 

drifting 

(.3) Refers to Figures 24 and 25, pages 95 and 96 

Figure(3) 

T 

y_, y 
w -
y 

Cycling 
Period 

Cycles 
per min 

0.33 

0.15 

0.15 
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Figure 24. Typical Recorder Charts for Condensate 

Temperature and Condenser Oooling Water Fl.ow bte 

Top: Condensate Temperature Recorder 

Bottom t Condenser Cooling Water Flow Bate 



Figure 25. Typical ieeorder Cha.rt for Condensate 

Temperature Showing lesponse ·eurve 
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TABLE IDI 

Control Settings ~ Responses !£!: ~ !!!l! Controller 

Setting 

Proportional 
Band 

Per Cent 

l 

5 

10 

20 

40 

40 

40 

40 

30 

60 

60 

Reset 
Rate(l) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1/10 
1/2 
l.O 

1/4 
1/4 
1/2 

(l) Dial revolutions 

Observation 

Feed Flow 
Rate 

cycling 

cycling 

cycling 

cycling 

drifting 

drifting 

dri!ting 

cycling 

d.rif ting 

excellent 

good 

Cycling 
Period 

Cycles 
per min 

9.5 

9.1 

s.1 

6.4 

4.0 
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TABLE IX 

Theoretical ~ Qperational Optinum Control Settings !:2£ l!:!!, 
Column Liquid Level, AcCUllDllator Liquid Level, Condensate 

Temperature, and !!!9, ~ Controllers 

Controller Theoretical Operational 

Column Liquid 
Level 

Accumulator 
Liquid Level 

Condensate 
Temperature 

Feed Rate 

Proportional 
Band 

Per Cent 

so 

150 

40 

100 

(1) Dial revolutions 

(2) (Minutea)-1 

Reset 
Rate(l} 

0.5 

0.55 

0.65(2) 

0.75 

Proportional 
Band 

Per Cent 

10 

20 

20 

60 

Reae~ 
Rate Cl) 

0 

0 

0.20(2) 

0.25 
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Sample Calculations 

The !ollov.ing paragraphs contain samples o! the calculation• 

involved in detennining the theoretical control settings tor the 

fractionating column liquid level, accumulator liquid level, 

condensate temperature, and feed !low rate controllers. The 

calculations will be illustrated using the column liquid level 

controller. 

Cycling Period. In calculating the theoretical control 

settings tor the colwnn controller the cycling period must be 

determined first. Following the procedure outlined by Eckman(52) 

the column liquid level controller, which is a proportional-reset 

mode type of controller, the proportional band ia set to a 

maximum value and the reset rate is set to zero. 

The proportional band is reduced from this maximum setting 

by increments until noticeable instability occurs. D.iring these 

step changes of the proportional band the column liquid level 

controller recording chart. is observed and the cycles per unit 

time after cycling commences ia recorded. As an example ref er 

to test period S!, Figure 17, page S6. 
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Theoretical Control Settings. The theoretical proportional 

band i• the last setting before noticeable instability commences 

when the reset rate is at a minimwn. The column liquid level 

controller ia a proportional-reset mode type controller and the 

theoretical reset rate DDl&t nov be calculated uaing the formula 

given by Eckman(52)z 

where: 

R • ...!.... 
7T 

R • reset rate, reciprocal minutes, 

"lT • period of cycling, minutee. 

R • l 
o.33 

R • 3 per minute 

Ref erring to the chart tumiahed by the Brown Instrument 

CompanyC53) tor this instrument it ia seen that this reset rate 

corresponds to about l revolution ot the controller dial. -
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The following section contains a discussion of the preliminary 

testing, modifications of equipment, and operation of the hydro-

carbon fractionating column in determining the optimum control 

system settings. A listing of recommendations tor equipment 

improvement and future studies ot the fractionating unit, and a 

listing ot the limitations imposed when operating the unit are 

also presented. 

Discussion of Results 

The following paragraphs contain the discussion of the 

prel.imi.nary testing, equipment modifications, and operation of 

the fractionating unit and the teats involved in detennining the 

optimum control aettinga tor the column liquid level, accumulator 

liquid level, condensate temperature, and feed flow rate controllers. 

Prelimin!.17 Testing. In order for the author to become better 

acquainted with the operation of the fractional distillation column 

and oftaite equipment, preliminary tests were performed on the unit. 

During these teats special attention vaa placed on studying the 

operational characteristics o! the equi.pnent and the automatic 

instruments. 

Also the teed, bottoms, product, and reflux tlov rates were 

calibrated as well as were the bottoms, product, and feed temperature 
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recorders. The5e calibration c:·ia.rts, Figures 7 to JJ, pages TJ 

to 79, are shown in the Data and Results Section. The procedure 

used in the calibration ot the recorders was identical to that 

perfomed by P.ichartt07). 

E;quipnent Modifications. The information obtained during 

these preliminary tests suggested several repairs or modifications 

ot the equipment. 

Both the feed and bottoms pumps were found to be dal!laged 

because of previous lack or maintenance. Upon inspection it was 

round that both pumps required a complete overhaul including 

replacement of all internal parts in the teed pump and all parts 

except the impeller in the bottows pump. After rebuilding both 

pumps with new po.rts, they were placed back into service, tested, 

and found to be satisfactory. 

The petroleum f eecl stock used in this study dries the pump 

packing ca.using it to become very brittle when the pllllps a.re 

allowed to stand idle. The dried packing will not act as a 

sa.tisf actory seal and leakage around the shaft occurs regardless 

ot how tight the packing gland is tightened. Prior to any actual 

testing of the unit it was necessary for the pumps to be repacked. 

The p.unps as repaired worked satisfactorily during all the actual 

experimental teats perfonned. It can be saf'ely assumed that the 

pumps added no load to the control systems. This point is 

important in a negative sense, only. Ir the pumps do not operate 
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aatiafactorily, control of any kind is impossible. If the pumps 

operate satisfactorily they lose any importance as tar aa the 

control systems are concerned. 

The column and the condensate accumulator liquid level 

controllers were observed to be operating unsatisfactoril,y during 

preliminary testing. Both or these depend upon a differential 

pressure measurement to indicate the actual level. In installing 

the controllers it was assumed that they operate with the seal 

pot on the upper manometer leg tilled with fluid. This is 

necessary when measuring the level of an easily vaporizable fluid, 

because that leg will eventually till with condensed vapor. Upon 

examination both seal pots were found to be dry at the start of 

each test and presumably filled up during the test. Thus the 

di!f erential pressure bore no relation to the actual level during 

the early part of the test. Therefore incorrect corrective action 

was taken by the level controllers and the unit could never reach 

steady state. 

Each of these seal pots could have been filled by hand prior 

to conmencing a test run, laborious and somewhat dangerous 

procedure. It was decided that it would be best to install a 

permanent method of tilling the seal pots. Copper tubing was 

connected from the teed line to each of the seal pots. The pots 

can be tilled before each test or whenever desired if the feed 

pump is operating. This simple change corrected all the troubles 
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originally encountered with both liquid level controllers. 

Jllring actual tests the vapor condensing in the relatively 

colder tubing leading to the manometers kept the upper line run. 
It is possible to check to make aure the level ia actuall¥ 

in the controlled zone easily with this modification. Opening 

the manometer leg connecting valve puts the same differential 

pressure on both legs, the unit tull condition. .After determining 

the full portion the upper seal pot can be easily refilled without 

opening the seal pots to the atmosphere. 

It was observed while operating the .fractionating unit in 

preliminary tests that there was no way of knowing the temperature 

of the feed entering the preheater, steam condensate leaving the 

column or the preheater, bottoms entering the bottoms cooler, and 

entering and exit cooling water streams for the bottoms and tops 

condenser. Although the indication of these temperatures do not 

effect the control systems in ~, these temperatures give a 

better picture or the overall operation. These tmperatures, 

furthermore, give an added degree of comfort that all controls 

are operating satisfactorily. 

With the installation of thermocouples to indicate these 

temperatures at the potentiometer on the panel board, Figure '' 

page 59, the complete operation of the hydrocarbon unit could be 

better understood. A heat balance va.s not attempted. in this work 

and probably could not be detennined because the quality of the 
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steam is not well lmown and also because there is a large loss 

ot heat from the column and the heat exchangers. 

Feed System. The fractionating column was designed tor a 

petroleum system sj trd lar to one used in this investigation. When 

using a gas-liquid partition chromatograph for analyzing a feed. 

sample approximate~ 28 components nre noted. Since no particular 

components were !ound to be in large concentrations eapeci&J.l¥ in 

the heavy virgin naphtha, Table I, page 67, multicomponent 

distillation calculations would probably be baaed on boiling ranges 

and would be veey dif'.ticult. 

A crude method ot calculation using refractive indices and 

a McCabe-Thiele calculation method(44) tor binary mixtures vu 

used in calculating the overall column eff'iciency in previous 

work with this column. For the calculations the two components 

in the system were assumed to be hexane and heavy virgin naphtha. 

The poor results obtained seemed to indicate and an examination 

of chromatograph charts showed that the assumptions made in the 

two component calculations were incorrect. The chrcmatograph 

charts indicated that the heavy virgin naphtha did not keep ita 

' identity aa was assumed, but wu itsel! parti~ fractionated. 

In tbia wrk no attempt was made to determine the plate 

e!ticiency tor the distillation tower. 

Optimum Controller Settings. n.ir1ng preJ.iminar;y teats it 

was noted that the column liquid level, accumulator liquid level, 
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condensate temperature, and feed flow rate controllers wre either 

cycling or drifting, reducing the possibility or the unit ever 

reaching a steady state. 

Since the equipment governed by these controllers appeared 

to be rather easy to control, it was decided to use the simple 

method given by Eckman(52) for obtaining the theoretical control 

settings. Arter ensuring that all of the controllers wre in good 

mechanical condition, tests to detennine the required information 

were connnenced. The procedure used in these tests are covered in 

detail by Eckman(52) and in the procedure of this report, page 6J. --

An explanation of the calculations made is given in the Sample 

Calculations, page 100. 

The feed flow rate controller was the easiest ot the !our 

controllers to study since there was little, if any, time lag. The 

condensate accumulator llCplid level controller waa more di!ficult 

to control because of a definite time lag of approximately 5 

minutes, vhile the column liCplid level and condensate temperature 

were very di!ficult to control because of extreme time lags present 

in the system. 

For each of the tour controllers studied 1n this investigation 

the theoretical control settings were greater than those found by 

actual observation to be satisfactory. The reason for this was 

probably because ot the relatively large time lag resulting from 

the large size of the equipaent compared to the average throughput. 
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The feed flow rate was l8 pounds per minute while the product 

and bottoms flow rates were 9 pounds per minute eacn during these 

tests. About 20 minutes ot flow were required to rill the 

accumulator tank and approximately tour hours to fill the column 

reboiler. When using the formula Eckman(52) found by empirical 

methods: 

R • 1 -..,,. 
where: 

R • reset rate 1 reciprocal minutes 

7f • period or cycling, minutes, 

the value of the reset rate calculated vaa consistently high. 

Thia formula was developed aa a rough approximation tor what could 

be called average industrial units. The flow rate to throughput 

ratio would in general be much greater in industrial use than those 

used. in this experiment. The flow rate to throughput for the 

accumulator tank was l.25 : 50 and tor the column reboiler 1.25 : 

250 per minute. Thie account3 to~ 80J:l8 of the considerable lag 

!ound in this system. Also the tops condenser and teed preheater 

were originally designed tor greater capacity than is presently 

required. tor this unit. Equipnent being used at lower than normal 

rates is a common cause of lags in control systems. 
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Consequently it was thought &dvisable to modify Eckman•s 

equation(52) for this fractional distillation unit to the following 

form: 

R •_!__ 
71 

where: 

k • system constant, dimensionless. 

When using a value ot k • 0.75, the theoretical reset rates were 

closer to the optimum reset rates found experimentally. If when 

using this equation tor tinding the reset rate ot an average in-

dustrial controller, !, is set equal to !,, the equation becomes 

identical to Eckman•s equation(52). 

The larger the reset rate the more cycling that will occur 

in a system vi.th large time lags during startups. Smaller reset 

rates than predicted. by the method described above were toWld to 

be the actual optimum control settings for the teed tlow rate, 

column liquid level, accumulator liqµid lnel, and condensate 

temperature controllers, as are discuseed in the toll.owing 

paragraphs. 

Feed Flow Rate Controller. It the teed !low rate 

varied during the operation ot the .fractionating unit the 

throughput of the distillation column would be varying and 

consequently the other controllers l«>uld not be able to 

steady out the unit eaail.y. for this reason the teed !low 
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rate controller is very 1mporta_11t. Therefore the feed !low 

rate controller was tested prior to the other controllers in 

the hope that good teed control could be maintained while 

testing the other controllers. The feed control system, 

itself, is independent ot any of the control systems that 

were to be studied. Thus, final adjustments of theme other 

systems should not effect the reed system. However the other 

systems were expected to be a .function of the teed at lea.st 

to some extent. 

The teed flow rate controller regulates tlow ot reed 

to the column directly by means of an air controlled 

diaphragm valve located in the teed line, which receives 

an air signal from the controller and responds with no 

appreciable time lag. Consequently no specific duration 

tor the tests vaa necessary for each set of proportional 

band and reset rate controller settings. 

After obtaining the theoretical control settings the 

complete fractionating unit waa operated. and the teed rate 

recorder vu observed. Some alight cycling vu noted. The 

theoretical control settings were not the optimum control 

settings and the feed flow rate controller had to be re-

adjusted. Better controller settings were determined by 

essentially' a trial and error procedure. 
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Since the controller 111as cycling it was thought that 

by decreasing the reset rate the cycling would atop. The 

lower reset rate allowed a mnal.ler proportional band to be 

used. Table VIII, page 96, shows the controller settings 

and responsea tor the teed rate controller when using 

various combination• ot proportional band and reset rate. 

Figure 26, page '11, graphic~ represents the recmDIDmlded 

operational control settings. Even within the recommended 

region control could not be called excellent. The trouble, 

hoWYer, seemed to lie in the controller and probab~ 

resulted from non-precise positioning or the pneumatic part• 

caused by age and a poor overall condition ot the controller. 

It vas noted that when the teed tanperature was raised 

to approximate~ 150 •r, the approximate bubble point tor the 

teed mixture, the feed controller was no longer able to control 

the feed rate. A de.finite and uniform cycling was noticed 

eYml at the widest proportional band aetting of the controller. 

This condition arose trom the relative positions of the control 

valve and preheater. Since the teed control valn vu on the 

exit side ot teed preheater the more volatile components of 

the teed stock vaporized in the lower preesure ot the discharge 

aide and wre "fluhing" through the control valve and the 

ortice used to measure the teed now rate. Beoauee ot thia 

"!laahing" ot the feed the control ayaten evident~ acquired 
a 
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decidedly non-linear characteristics. Over the entire range 

ot possible controller settings an oscillatory state n.s 

stable. The controller was unable to compenaate !or. 

"flashing" and considerable cycling was evident. Various 

control settings wre attempted to eliminate this cycling 

when the teed temperature to the column was 150 °r or 

higher. However the controller action waa unsatistactory in 

all cases, therefore, the feed tanperature was maintained in 

all f'lltiu-e tests at 141 °F using the teed control system 

settings found to be aatistactory for this lower temperature. 

Column Liquid LeTel Controller. The liquid level in the 

fractionating column is maintained at the desired level by 

varying the flow rate ot the axiting bottoms stream. It 

because of increased. teed rate or der.rea.aed boilup the 

level in the column should rise as ahom by the column 

liquid level recorder, Figure 3, page 59, the liquid level 

controller w1ll tend to correct this oondition by opening 

the bottoms .flow rate control valve, increasing the bottoms 

flow rate. 

As the teed line is 1/2-inch piping but the bottoma line 

only 1/4'-inch, the maximum bottoms flow rate is relatively 

limited compared to the teed flow rate. This has t1110 

undesirable e!f ects. It is possible to teed at rates which 

will fill up the column trYen at the maxJ nn1m bottoms rate. 

Also the contn>l valve haa relativel3" leas control because of 
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the abnormally high resistance of the bottoms line. For 

proper liquid level control a teed rate o! about 20 

pounds per minute is the maximum that can be handled. At 

feed rates greater than this the bottoms control valve 

would be completely open and the liquid level in the 

column would still be rising. For the tests a teed rate 

of about lB pounds per minute waa used. 

However because of the small teed compared to the 

column inventoey any variation or the preselected teed now 

rate 1dll not cause an appreciable change in the liquid 

level of the column 1.xmnediately. The control action taken 

by the column liquid level controller will be tarct'· 
Because of this large time lag, when testing the controller 

settings and reaponses, test perioda of tour hours duration 

were used. 

During the preliminary testing ot the fractionating 

unit it was observed that the theoretical control settings 

were not satisfactory and also that lower reset rates 

increued the at.ability. IAJ.ring the extended teat of the 

unit a minimm. reset rate and a proportional band of 10 per 

cent WN found to be the optimum operational control settings. 

Figure 14, page 82, graphically represents the control system 

and respunses for the liquid level controller. 



Recorder chart• are presented. photographicaJ.l¥ in 

.Figures 16 and 17, pages 84 and 85. Test period! shows 

the bottom.a now rate cycling while the column liquid 

level recorder indicates good control. The bottoms !low 

rate 1a a much more 881'lsitive indication of stability, 

since it records a variable with a veey low time lag, and 

ie veey usetul tor studying the level control system. Also, 

the level recorder utilizes only one-fifth of the recorder 

chart making small irregular1.tiea harder to observe. On 

this baaia it vaa decided that the control settings for 

teat period ! were unsatisfactory-. Teat periods ~ and 2. 
show excellent control while period fl demonstrates dritt1ng. 

Accumulator Liquid Level Controller. As the more 

volatile vapors leave the fractionating unit and pass 

through the tops condenser, the vapor condenses and collects 

in the acaumulator tank from where it is punped. either back 

to the column as reflux or to the feed storage tank as 

product. The temperature controller that was origin.al.l1' 

installed to control the product rate wu damaged and could 

not be used. It was necessary to operate, during this study, 

with the product Talve on manual control. The product control 

val.Te waa set at 13 pounds per square inch, gage, and remained 

constant throughout the testing. Therefore any sudden surge 

of condensate wuld be returned to the column as renux in 

preference to product. 
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The purpose of the accumulator is to act both as a teed 

unit for the condensate pump and aa a surge tank for evening 

out the reflux ratio. The condensate accumulator liquid 

level controller controls the level in the accumulator tank, 

a relative~ unimportant variable, a.a well a.a the reflux 

flow rate, a very important variable. 

During prellminary testing it was found that the 

theoretical set tings were once again tdgh. The re.t'lux flow 

rate recorder being very sensitive compared to the recorded 

level was taken a.a an indication of control stability. 

niri.ng the extended testing a minimum reset rate 'Was used 

and a szr.all proportional band.. Even though the time lag 

for the accumulator level control is not as great as for the 

column level control there is etill a.."l appreciable lag which 

effects control. 

I! a larger reset rate was used aa was indicated by the 

theoretical control settings, Table ll, page 98, then the unit 

would not settle out because the fluid flow in a fractional 

diatillation unit varies constant~ and the reset control 

incorrecting !or this would tend to overcorrect. If the 

proportional band va.s too large then the level control 

would allow the liquid level in the accumulator or the 

fractionating column to go to extremes prior to tald.."lg 

significant corrective action. Also large proportional bands 
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and high reset rates tend to cause trouble 1n startups. 

Figure lB, page 87, graphically represents the accrumulator 

liquid level control system responses. 

Test periods A. !!, L ~ and !_. Figures 20 and 2l, pages 

89 and 90, show different cycling periods for nrious control 

settings listed in Table VI, page S6. Test periods I and I 
show that the flow record.er is nruch more sensitive than the 

liquid level recorders. For this reason the reflux flow rate 

recorder vu used primarily to select the proper operational 

control settings. All test periods for the accumulator 

liquid level controller were of two hour duration. 

Condensate Temperature Controller. The temperature o! 

the condensate leaving the tops condenser is controlled. at 

the desired value by controlling the amount of cooling water 

available to this heat exchanger. The condensate temperature 

controller measures the temperature of the condemui.te leaving 

the condenser, compares it with the preselected temperature 

desired and. the difference or error si.gnal. regulates the 

cooling water control valve. This change 1n the amount of 

cooling water regulates the amount the condensate is cooled. 

It would be expected that the relation between condensa.te 

temperature and cooling "Water is quite non-linear and might 

cause considerable trouble, Again this process has a 

relativezy long time lag caused by the low vapor rate used 
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for the condenser size installed. Test periods of tw hour 

duration were used when studying the control settings and 

responses for this controller are seen 1n Table vn, page 91. 

Figure 24, page 94, are photographs of typical recorder 

charts tor the condensate temperature and condensate cooling 

water flow rate recorders. Test periods L !!, and ! show 

both recorders cycling, but test periods ! and I show 

excellent control. 

While observing the recorder charts several control 

settings gave excellent responses and these were noted. It 

was planned to upset the system. when using these excellent 

settings and to observe ~ch control settings gave the 

desired response curve. The condensate temperature controller 

was switched from automatic to manual and the cooling water 

was cut oft in order to upset the system. The controller w.s 

switched. back to automatic control and the response curves 

were obtained as seen in Figure 25, page 95. Test period 

!l gave a more satisfactory response curve and was selected 

as the best values for the operational control settings. 



Recommendations 

The following paragraphs contaill a discussion ot poaaible 

recommendations that ~ be util.1zed. in tutu.re studies and 

modification• of the fractionating column. 

Multicomponent Calculations. In order that multicomponent 

calaulationa ma;y- be solved accurately it is recommended that a 

system of less chemical complexity, such as benzene-toluene-

x;ylene be substituted tor the now existing syatc or commercial 

grade hexane and heavy virgin naphtha. Thia present feed stock 

contains approximately .28 components ot significantly high 

compositions. Using a ternary SJ'Stem, overall column efficiency 

and Ml.lrphree plate efticienc1 may be calculated readilT tor the 

hydrocarbon fractionating column from a gae-liquid partition 

chromatograph anal.y-e1a or some other BUitable analysis. 

Other problems that could be solved using this temary 

syatm would. be calculating the gain in etticienc;r ot the column 

when the automatic instruments are at their optimum control settings 

compared to just barely aatisfactoey control settings. The ideal 

feed plate, feed and retl.ux tlov rates, liquid level in the column, 

the ef'f ect or a n.por feed u compared with a cold teed, and the 

optimum reflux ratio could be calculated tor this systm. 

Bottoms Flow Rate. While operating the .fractionating column 

it was noted that it the teed tlov rate exceeded 20 pounds per 

minute the liquid level in the column could not be controlled 
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properly bec&Use of the sm.a.lJ. r..ax:i.mum bottoms !low rate possible. 

The maximum bottoms rate is limited by the bottoms line which is 

only l/4-inch in diameter. It is recommended that l/2-inch pipe 

be substituted throughout for the present smaller bottoms line 

diameter piping. It this is done the teed rate may be increased 

and the liquid level controller will still be able to control 

the colwnn level. 

Cha.rt .Range. 1"ring the operation of the h.;ydrocarbon unit 

it was noticed that the complete range over which the column and 

the accumulator liquid level controllers operated was only about 

one-fifth of the total chart scale. Because the scales wre so 

narrow it was difficult to judge whether the controllers were 

actuaJ.1¥ well adjusted or if the liquid level controllers were 

actually drifting or cycling, but because ot the small sea.le 

could not be observed and therefore assumed to be controlling 

ideally. The reflux and bottoms streams, which depend upon the 

action of the t'WO liquid level controllers, present a better 

overall picture of the action of these two controllers than the 

liquid level recorders thElllSelves. Nevertheless it is advisable 

that both level controllers be changed so as to take advantage 

of the fUll recorder range available thus enabling the operator 

to toll.ow the operation or the controllers more closely. Thie 

larger scale would enable the operator to see sooner if any 

adjustments were required for the two controllers. 
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Plate Pressure Drop. It is recommended that the pressure 

drop a.cross the plates be used to control the steam flow rate 

and the tops temperature be used to control the product !law 

rate. Presently the product is controlled manually and reflux 

is controlled by the accumulator level. Since ariy sudden increase 

of vapor goes back as added reflux, the reflux ratio varies 

considerably. Any 1ID.lltico1aponent distillation calculations made 

would be inaccurate because of the varying reflux ratio. 

f.nowing the pressure drop across each plate would also enable 

the operator to determine the liquid seal on ea.ch of the plates 

which is an important !actor in anacyzing the operating e!ficiency 

of the distillation unit. A differential pressure measuring device 

should be connected to taps through the column vall at the two enda 

of the col.ur.m in the vapor space. It 'WOUl.d also be desirable to 

indicate or record the pressure drop for each plate. 

Automatic Steam Cut-0££ Valve. In the operation of the 

fractional distill.e.tion unit there is always the possibility that 

a motor rela,y will trip out when one of the pwnp motors is over-

loaded or a pwap might !ail in some other way• U the accumulator 

pump stops a potent~ dangerous situation arises. 

I! the accumulator pump stops and steam continues to heat 

the distillation column, the more volatile components in the feed 

stock will continue to come over as product and this vapor and 

condensate will. collect in the accumulator, tilling it up and 
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eventu~~ covering the condenser tu'Jes. Any further vapor which 

cannot condense will be vented to the atmosphere throu,gh the feed 

storage tank vent. This results in a potential fire hazard as 

well as an economic loss of reed material. 

It is therefore advisable that an a:utomatic~ controlled 

valve be installed on the steam line leading to the calandria 

section AJld the teed prehea.ter of the fractionating unit which 

would stop the steam !low whenever the accumulator pump stops. 

Repackif!s Pumps. It was fotuld that whenever the feed, 

bottoms, or accur.nila.tor pumps were allowed to remain idle !or 

extended periods or tir.le the pump pac~ became veey dry and 

brittle. When the pumps were started there was considerable 

leaking around the pump sha!t which could not be stopped by 

tightening the packing gland. It is recommended that the pumpa 

be repacked prior to conr.iencing ~· experitlentation. Also, a 

study should be made to find a pacld.ng that is not a.ff ected by 

the hydrocarbon components in the feed stock and to investigate 

the possibility or using mechanicel seals on these pimps. 

Continuous QPeration. When operating the fractionating 

unit for less than six hours it appeared that the autamatic 

control systan never completely reached stea~ state conditions. 

However when operating the column continuous]J' tor periods ot 24 
to 36 hours the automatic instruments appeared to control the unit 

appreciab~ better than during shorter teats. Tests ~ then be 
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pertormed on the control systems by changing the set point of the 

variables and studying the response or the instruments without 

upsetting this im~roved steady state appreciabl.1'. Therefore it is 

recanmended when the fractionating unit is being operated to stud;y 

either control or distillation that the entire unit should be :run 

contirruously tor 24 to .36 hours or longer by several groups in 

ahitts. 

Steam Preseure. It is recommended that studies be made on 

the tractionating unit to increaee the capacity or the unit. Thi• 

could consiat of higher pressure steam, s~ ot at least 80 pounda 

per aqua.re inch, gage, or or an axtemal reboiler. .At present the 

65 to 70 pounds per square inch, gage, steam pressure is not 

sutticient to heat the bottana in the still pot above 235 •F, 

especialJ1' 1n cool wather even though the steam valve is 

completely open. The boiling range tor the heavy virgin naphtha 

component 1n the bottoms ia 225-.315 •F. 

Steam and Cooling Water Flow Rate Control ValYea. While 

examining the ottaite equipnent it was found that the air 

controlled diaphragm TalTe that regulates the steam tlov rate to 

the calandria eeotion was an air to cloae valve 1dlile the bottoms 

and topa cooling water tlow rate controller valvee vere air to 

open. Consequently 1t tor 801ll8 reaeon the air suppq to the unit 

tailed the •tea now rate control valve would open ccmpletely and 

the bottana and tops cooling •ter now rates would close. 
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Temperatures throughout the unit t1Culd increase and probably !ID.l.Ch 

of the more volatile components of the feed stock would be vaporized 

and vented to the atmosphere through the feed tank vent. 

It is recommended that these valves be replaced with valves 

having a reverse action. T'nen the steam flow rate control valve 

would be an air to open valve while the bottoms and tops cooling 

water .flow rate control valves would be ot the air to close type. 

Steam Calorimeter. An accurate knowledge or the quality o! 

steam would ~i.ble the operator to evaluate the heat passing into 

the calandria section of the colunm and the feed preheater. A 

throttling type steam calorimeter -would pennit the detennination 

of the quality of stea.."l during the operation of the unit if 

installed to the naiI1 steam line. 

Application of Thennal Insulation. While opera'Ung the 

hydrocarbon fractionating untt it was q11ite evident that 

considerable amount of heat was being lost through the lmll.s ot 

the fractionating tower, feed preheater, and piping between 

various pieces of major equii:ment. Because of this heat loss 

an accurate heat balance is veey difficult to calculate. 

It seema advisable that outdoor type thermal insulation be 

applied to the dieti.llation column, .reed preheater, and other 

piping so as to prevent this great hea.t loss and also to protect 

any individual from a serious burn who might accidentl.J' touch the 

hot equipnent. 
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Installation ot Glass Porta. Except tor the recording 

instruments the operator has no way ot knowing what is a.ct~ 

happening on the column plates. Since this column is being used 

as an Unit Operations Laboratory E>tperiment it is recommended 

that glass porte be installed !or several of the plates. This 

would aid the operator in determ:ining column operation and 

dumping or blowing could visual:cy be observed on the plates if it 

occurs. 

Limitations 

The following paragraph& contain a listing ot the limitations 

imposed upon the operation of the fractionating column. 

Distillation Column. The fractionating column used in the 

distillation process contained ten plates, spaced one foot apart, 

was 25 feet high, two feet in diameter, and contained twenty-two 

2-inch bubble caps per plate. The heating coils in the column 

were constructed o! extra heavy one inch pipe and had a total 

heating area of l:IJ square teet. 

Bottoma Cooler. The bottoms cooler in the fractionating 

unit was a four-pus shell and tube type exchanger having a 

contact surface or thirty-seven 3/4-inch tubea 70 inches long. 
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Tops Condenser. The tops condenser used in the fractionating 

unit was a single pass shell and tube type exchanger having a 

contact surface of eighty-nine 3/4-inch admiralty metal tubes 69 

inches long. 

Feed Preheater. The feed preheater used 1n the fractionating 

unit was a. single pass shell and tube type exchanger having a contact 

surface of nineteen 5/8-inch copper tubes 45-l/2 inches long, 

Pumps, The two centri!'ugal punpe used to pump the teed and 

the overhead vapor condensate stream had a capacity ot 38 gal1ons 

per minute against a 40 pound head. The centrifugal pump used to 

pump the bottoms stream had a capacity of 30 gallons per minute 

against a 40 pound head. 

Control Valves. All control valves were diaphragm motor 

valves with throttling action. 

Steam Supply. Steam at 70 pounds per square inch, gage, 

was used to supply heat to the cs.landria and feed preheater. 

Feed Rate Control. The feed rate waa maintained at a rate 

ot l.B pounds per minute during all the tests ldth the use of a 

flow rate controller, 

Feed Temperature. The feed to the distillation column wa.s 

maintained at a constant temperature of 141 •p, controlled by means 

of a temperature controller on the feed preheat.er except during 

those tests in vtdch the e.tf ect of reed temperature were studied. 
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Feed ¥.ixture. The feed was approximately a 50 to 50 weight 

per cent mixture of commercial grade hexane, boiling in the range 

from 145 to 158 °F, and heavy virgin naphtha, boiling in a range 

from 225 to 315 °F. 
Calandria Section Temperature Control. The temperature of 

the calandria section wa.s controlled at the preset temperature 

of 235 °F, by use of a temperature controller, controlling the 

steam flow rate to the calandria section of the distilla.tion 

column. 

Product Valve Pressure. The product control valve opening 

wa.s controlled by the air pressure exerted on the diaphr~ o! 

the valve. The pressure used was l3 pounds per square inch, gage. 

Reflux Temperature. The reflux temperature was maintained 

at a temperature of 146 °F by using a temperature controller on 

the tops condenser to control the cooling water rate to this 

condenser except in those tests in which the e!!ect of reflux 

temperature was studied. 

Atmosnheric Pressure. The atmospheric pressure for the 

tests on the fractionating column was between 7W and 720 

m.ill1meters mercury for all tests. 

Water. The cooling wa.ter for the bottoms cooler, and 

condensing water for the tops condenser was at a temperature of 

approximately 45 to 50 °F. 
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Column Liguid Level. The liquid level in the distillation 

column was maintained at a setting or B, 60 per cent full, b;r 

using the column liquid level control valve to control the bottoms 

flow rate from the. fractionating column. 

Accunn.tlator Liquid Level. The liquid level in the accurnl.ator 

tank was maintained a.t a. setting of ,32 on the accumulator liquid 

level controller, 60 per cent full,, by using the accumulator 

liquid level control valve to regulate the tlow of condensate 

from the accumulator. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

An automatically controlled eydrocarbon tractionatin& unit 

two feet in diameter, 25 feet high, havin& lO plates spaced one 

toot a.part, each containing t.went.y-two 2-inch bubble-caps, with 

an intergal calandria section was operated to study the response 

of the control systEs. A teed mixture o! about 50 weight per 

cent commercial grade hexane and 50 per cent heavy virgin 

naphtha was used. The column liquid level, accumulator liquid 

level, condensate temperature, and teed tlow rate controllers 

were tested tor optimum control settings when operated with a 

coll8tant teed rate or 18 pounds per minute, calandr1a section 

temperature or 235 .,, and a product valve pressure of lJ 

pollllds per aqua.re inch, gage. The teed and retlux tanperatures 

were l4l •p and 146 °F, respectivelJ', and the retlux ratio wa• 

about 1 : 1. 

From the investigation the toll.owing conclusions may be 

dram: 

1. The beat proportional band and reset rate control. 

settings !or the column liquid level controller were 10 and o. 
2. The best proportional band and reset rate control 

settings for the accumulator liquid level controller were 2> and o. 
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.3. The beat proportional bMd Md reset rate control 

settings tor the condensate tEl!lperature controller were 20 and 

0.2. 

4. The best proportional band a..."'ld reset rate control 

settings for the feed now rate controller were (:IJ and 0.25. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

The automatic control system ot an industrial type bubble-

cap fractional distillation column was studied in this 

investigation in order to determine the optimum control settings 

!or the column liquid level, accumulator liquid level, condensate 

temperature, and teed rate controllers. 

The colum itself was 25 feet high, two teat in diameter, 

with an intergal calandria section, and contained ten bubble-

oap trays spaced one toot apart with each tray having tventy-

tvo 2-inch bubble-caps. The system used consists ot commercial 

grade hexane and heavy virgin naphtha. 

niring the tasting ot the controllers the teed flow rate 

was maintained at lS pounds per minute, the product Tal.ve 

pressure l3 pounds per square inch, gage, and the calandr:la 

temperature ~5 •F. The refiux ratio WU about l : 11 the feed 

and ref'lux temperature was l4l •:r and 146 •r, 
Prel.1mina.r7 tests were "1?l on the hydrocarbon fractionating 

unit in order to become .tamUiar with the actual operation or 
the unit, calibrate the recorders, repair or modify any 

unsatiatactory equipnent, and to study" the response of the 

controllers used in this investigation. 

With the completion or prelim.1.nary testing and repair ot 

equ1J111ent one continuous teat was "1?l tor seYeral da3'B· The best 
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control settings round rran the preliminary teating wre used 

when camnencing thie test and atter twelve hours at~ state 

existed throughout the unit. Next, various combination• ot 

proportional band and reset rate control settings were tested. 

The entire unit was obeerved during thie testing of the 

controllers for satisfactory control or tor any irregularities. 

The degree ot control and control settings wre recorded. 

Arter atudling the recorder chart• the optimum control 

settings tor each controller vere selected. Uaing these 

control settings the entire fractionating column was atarted. 

up cold and steady state existed throughout the unit in leas 

than three hours. 
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